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Though their countries have much in 
common, Australia’s wrlters have come to enjoy 
severgj advantages over Canada’s 

E 

O:K:E MET a Swedish writer, 

I 

Ixching in Texas. who dismissed 
my question about unbearable 
heat there with the comment, “It 
can “ever get too hof for a 
Swede.” It was ln keeping with 
such Inn for heat lhat I menlly 
span three months, roving the 
Antipodes, never complaining, 
even in Ihe outback when the 
lemperatures rose to 42oc. 1 also 
acquired a taste for something 

called a “black dash” (Au& draught 
darkened by a bit of stout) and for 
Australian literamre. Twenly-five 
books. many of them excellent. returned 
to Canada wiih me. 

I should not have been surprised at 
litwary excellence. Doris Lessily LoId a 
Pcnh audience in March that we are 

’ 
not living in the golden age of the 
h .I: “When 1 go abroad Lo various 
countries I always tell my publishers or 
chozw is my hoa I would like a lisl of 
the good wirers and I am always give” 
a” extremely long list of witeiters that they 
say are first-rate. This is absolutely 
everywhere. You cm? k&p up wltb it.” 

Canadians may not recognize the 
names of Australll authors such as 
Peter Carey. Robert Drew. Thea 

Astley, Elizabeth JoUey, David Malouf, 
Jessica Anderson, .OI Blanche 
d:Alpugel. Even. if books by these 
authors were available here (many are, 
in Penguin), would we feel compelled to 
buy them? And don’t Australians balk 
at Canadian lirerature.7 No to the first, 

For one thing, the sense of literary 
communily thal began with the Canada- 
Australia exchange in the mid-1970s now 
means that authors in the two countries 
are acquiring knowledge of and interest 
in each other’s literature.. Tom Sha”coU. 
director of the Australia Council’s.Lit& 
ature Board (akln to our Canada Coun- 
cil) rerurned fmm one such exchange 
with 400 Canadian books. Shapwtt’s 
aparunent and someone resembling him 
appear in Alice Munro’s The Moons o/ 
Jupiter. Muttm and Shapcolt swapped 
abodes, Clinton for Brisbane, in 1983. 

Less well-known than the exchange 
but nonetheless bnportant to both coun- 
tries is a journal in its third year called 
tie A’o~h/fJown Umfer, which wl- 
leco short fiction. poetry, and aid&m 
from both countries. Australian critics 
review Canadian work and vice versa. 
“We have decided,” the editors say in 
their first issue, “that Australia and 
Canada should know each other’s 
wrllings a lot better than they do. The 
similarities in heritage and culrural back- 
around suaa& a reci”mciW of ex”e.r- 
knc.e and acommon ianguage.” ieon 
Rooke. Andw Thomas. Georae Bower- 
ing, id MG di Michele are among 
Canadian contributors. and Kevin 
Roberts the Canadian editor. 

Canada and Ausrralh share a 
ponderous geography and a climate 
marked by unforgiving temperaUnw, 
slim, mostly urban populations 
(Australia’s stands at I5 million). a 
British colonial past, and dmilar systems 
of govemmed. But as Shapmtt pointed 
out when we met in his Sydney office,. 
the Australian national literature has 
come to e$ioy several advantages over 
the Canadian one. He cited two condi- 
tions that have historically kepl Au& 
authors lite.rsJly down under. 

The lirst, isolation - or “the tyranny 
of distance,” as someone once put it - 
has become a vlrlue. Australians need 

only look to Canada, shuddering every 
time Ihe elephaht below the border turns 
in its sleep, to realize that isolation 
allowed Austra!ian cultun to deyelop Rs 
own voice. Canadian poet Marilyn 
Bmwing, who was in Canberra. for the 
National Word Festival, told mb: 
“Them’s a certainty here. Maybe. fhe 
isolation hap helped. We in Canada have 
been navel-gazing for yeam. We have 
wasted a lot of time on that very colonial 
question.” Our quest for identity, she 
said, has become tiruomc and tedious. 
She was impressed by what she called the 
“culting edge” AusUalians have over . 
Canadians in film and design. 

The second phenomenon, dubbed 
“cuRural cringe” by Australian social 
historian Arthur Phillips and meant to 
describe a long-standing Au& prefer- 
ence for Foster’s ale. barbecues. and 
horsaraeing over any culrural pursuit, 
no longer applies. According to Shap- 
co& a survey taken in Sydney recently 
suggests that most taxpayers want 
government support of adhue in- 
creased. The magnificent Sydney opera 
house, built by lottery money, was ini- 
tially scoffed aL by locals. No longer. 
Another sign of the cultural limes: Shap- 
cott tells the story of the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation’s announcing 
its plan to scrap a classical music pie- 
gram. Letters poured in by the thousand 
to demand thar it be reinstated - and it 
was. Mars& cuts to the CBC, amount- 
ing to cultural suicide according 1o 
some, raised hardly a ripple in Canada. 

And for sevexal reasons, the world has 
begun to take nolice of Australia, whose 
people treat such attention with both 
glee and detachment. “Flavour of Ihe 
month” is the expression I heard Au&es 
use Lo describe the phenomenon: the 
ctirical acclaim with which films such as 
Gnllipoll. Breaker Momnt. The Ymr of 
Livhtg Dangeroudy and D&s Party 
have been greeted. 

. 

But anyone contemplating a love 
affair with Australia had better get in 
line, for during the paslit Lwo decades the 
nation’s eyes have lurned adoringly in- 
ward. It helps to explain why. despite 
Auslralia’s smaller populalion. its 
publishers fare comparably well. 
(Authors. however, starve in garrets 
much as rhey do here.) A book store 
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owner in Cairns, North Quccnslabd, put 
it to me this way: “We’re unusual. We 
love to read about oursclvca. Regional 
books arc astonishingly suefessful.” 

In Sydney. Shapcott pointed out that 
Penguin had intmduced a series of 
original Australian books and have since 
quadrupled that lit. Lawson’s, a 
Sydney book store dealing solely in 
“Austnrliana,” is three times the size of 
the Longhouse Book Shop. which per- 
forms the cquivalcnt function in 
Toronto. Atid unlike CanLit, AussleLlt 
can boast a unique link with the film in- 
dustry. 

Someone at tbc authors’ festival in 
Canberra pointed out that when the 
Australian federal government dangled 
tax incentives in front of film investors, 
it did more than launch a national film 
industry. For where do dir&on look 
for material? To books. A successful 
film sends viewers back to’thc original 
book, and also means lucrative jobs as 
xcrcemwitcrs for authors. Peter Carey. 
for example, has written the screenplay 
for Bliss, his remarkable book’and, I 
hope, a remarkable film. 

Of Canadian litcraturr Shapcott has a 
great deal to say, much of it complbnen- 
tary. “I am wry impressed by the best of 
Canadian writers. Timothy Findlcy.‘for 
example., is a writer of cnormo~s stature. 
[Patrick White, the doyen of Australian 
authors, once selected The Wars as 
Book of the Year; it has since acqtdt’ed 
cult status.] Alice Munro, Margaret 
Atwood, Mavis,Gallattt have a great 

, following here. Clark Blaise is seriously 
undervalued in Canada and dswherc. 
Michael Ondaatje,” he ended the lint, 
“is a brilliant writer.” 

Shapeott, whose answers to questions 
seemed always to. take a historical 
perspective, also offered praise for 
Canadian experimental poetry: “You do 
it with great confldcnce and flair. In, 
Australia we are in a sense away from 
the explorative edge. Our experimental 
poetry is self-conscious and derivative..” 

Wherever one goes in Australia one 
hears the phrase, “No worries, mate.” 
One sees fashion-wnscious women 
wearing deaiir T-shirts emblazoned 
with RELAX, the letters in black and 
foot-hlgh. Robert Brinphurst, the Cana- 
dian poet who, like Bowering, was at the 
Canberra festival and who had spent 
several weeks at Darwin in northern 
Australia, sees a flip dde to tbis: “The 
cheer - the hell out of me. I “cwr 
trust it. They’ve decided where tbe 
boundaries of their history Ile,” he said, 
meaning that the white population 
eh00se~ t0 igb-10~ the 40,000 years 0f ‘~ 
Aboriginal p-a in Australia. The. 
white colonial world, says Bringhurst - 
and he made the point as well, politely, 
to an Australian audicna at the festival 

- has learned nothinlr fmm stonegge 
peoples on how to live-with nature.. - 

In Kuranda, Queensland. author Thea 
Astlcy was saying over tea and dampers 
(outback scones) that Australia is “a 
cmnimy little country. But I still happen 
to love it.” Astley, 60, and the author bf 
10 books, is typical perhaps of the 
sudden emergence of Australian litcr- 
atnrc into a wider market. Her latest 
novel, Beachmasters, about a failed 
revolution on a South Pacific island, has 
caught the fancy 0f’U.S. publishers. Her 
own publisher. Penguin, is intent on 
promoting thEd and other Australian 
titles io North Amcrlca and Europe. 

Finally, you have to wonder if small 
isn’t better. The Australian Literature 
Board, formed in 1973, operates with an 
annual budget of $2.3 million’ [one- 
quarter the corresponding Canada 
Cduncil budget) and yet has achieved 
some enviable victoiics: public lending 
rights and small literary penslons. called 
“emeritus fellowships,” which go to 
Australian authors in need of them, in 
amounts equivalent to three times’ the 
old-age pension. 

I left Australia impressed. A feeling of 
buoyant optbnlsm applies not bnly to 
the economy and the people but to its 
litcratwc. Where once there seemed to 
bC only Patrick .Wbitc then arc now a 
dorm writers to be heard from. “Since 
1973:‘says Sha&ott. “then has bccnin 
Australia a suddep and significant 
increase in young writers. It’s a very 
exciting time.” - t.AltRY scAtw.*t4 

i-iouse of David 

“n’s CHOSE THE name E~crson House 
for our new publishing firm because it 
sounded old and cstabllshcd. Something 
Scottish would have been preferable, but 
the good names were taken - McClcl- 
land, Stewart, Macmillan.” Editor Jack 
David, a burly fellow in jeans and a 
(non-clan) plaid shia, frowns. “McLeod 
- no. McLcod was left, but it didn’t 
sound too good.” 

Emerson House, stepsister of ECW. 
Press. atived on the literary doorstep 
last winta, when it was introduced by a 
series of newspaper ads in Tomnto and 
Montreal. “Looking for a Publisher? 
one teased. Another warned: “Publish 
or Perish!” Would-be authors wcrc 
invited to witc for a brocburr. Tbosc 
who rcspondcd recelvcd a tastcftd l&let 
whose established look (it featured the 
Victorian gables of the Emerson House 
logo) was designed to dispel any rescrva- 
dons about publishing with a vanity 
press. And they would be comforted by 
its reassuring words: 

As a writer. you already know aboct, ,. ’ 
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and may have mperieneed. the difti- 
cukies OF getting your work published. 
Large publishers take a long time to 
read your manuscript. . . Excellent 
pury and works on specialized rob- 
jeelr may be declined simply because the 

market appears limited or regional. . . . Emerson House .shares apace with 
Our tirm enabler you to put your work ECW in a Toronto storefront that fmm 
into book Form quickly. pmfessionalb’. 
and economically. 

the street mold pass for a Christian 
Science reading mom. Inside. Jack 

Emerson Hopse. Substantial,. David and his earnest wlleagues, Ian 
Literary. Safe. Chonn and Ross MacKay, seem con- 

. 
Who’s on top in the best-seller sweepstakes? 
It all depends on whose list you read 

TO THE AUTHOR. the best-seller list is 
hlount Olympus. and to have strog- 
gled yoor way to its heights is to so- 
journ vzitb tbe gods of literature. To 
the public. tbe list represents invest- 
mcnt information For those unsure of 
their crftical taste - a hardcover 
book may run anywhere from $19.95 
up in price, and the list gives you a 
guaranteed return if you want coffee 
table coverage or impressive book- 
shel\viog. To the publisher, however, 
the list is the focus of an ongoing 
lore-hate relationship with sales 
figures. Says Ed Carson, vice- 
president of Stoddart Publishing: 
“The best-seller list is great when 
your books are on it, and it’s lousy 
when they’re not.” 

The two best-seller lists that are 
best-know in Canada are those 
published weekly by Mac/em’s and 
the Toronto Slar. Early each week on 
the seventh floor of the Ma&an 
Hunter building, Frances McNeely, 
assistant to Ma&m’s managing 
aztiitor Robert Lewis, picks up the 
t&phone and begins the first of 30 
colls to book stores from Vancouver 
to St. John%. “Half the stores are 
chains and half are independents,” 
she says. “I have a regular list of 
people I call. and I just ask them 
vihat’s selling this week. It’s based 
strictly on sales.” 

Heather Gamester has been corn- 
piling the Toronto SIbr best-seller list 
for the last “nine or IO years.” In her 
t&phone marathon. she alternates 
two lists of 23 or 30 book stores 
across the country each week. “I call 
them each Monday morning and 
remind them,” she says, “and some 
of them have r list of sales figures 
ready for me. But most of them I 
have to call back to get the list.” She 
calculates 10 points for each book at 
the top of B bookseller’s list, nine 
points for the second-place book, 
and so on. “The one with the most 
points is number one that week.” 

Both women say they rely on the 
booksellers to be honest with their 
sol= tigures, and both stress that the 

lists are for hardcover books only 
(although the SFur has an additional 
best-seller list of paperbacks). 
Gamester notes that she is at the 
mercy of the booksellers - “If they 
don’t give it to me, I can’t put it on 
the list.” But she feels that, with the 
computerization of more and more 
book stores’ inventories, her figures 
are getting more and more reliable. 
McNeely says that Mad.%m’s takes 
into account the size of the store and 
the population of the city it’s in when 
wlghing the sales tiiores to arrive at 
a top IO for fiction and non-fiction. 
She also relies upon her in-person 
&its to “several’of the stores” to 
maintain a good working relation- 

seven on the Siar list. That’s not 
much different from Maclwn’s 
number eight. The difference is that 
the book is noted as having been on 
the S&r list for 24 weeks. It has just 
made the Ma&an’s list. 

“lf best-seller liils are intended as 
an accurate reflection of sales,” says 
Ed Carson, “they are very inac- 
curate.” He hastens to ddd, however, 
that “the problem is an industry one. 
The booksellers have to work hard 
making sore accorate information is 
available.” Publishers can’t provide 
sales figures because of “pore com- 
petition. They might inflate their 
fgures or report what has been 
printed instead of what’s been sold.” 

ship. They also have little accurate lnfor- 
A cursory look at the best-seller mation on those sales tiguru until 

lists for Mu&an’s April 8 issue and several weeks after the book has been’ 
the Sunday SIar for April I reveals a rCl=sed. 
few surprises. Both fiction lists are Carson notes that a system known 
topped by Sidney Sheldon’s If as the Canadian T&book Agency, 
Tomorrow Comes, published by which should be in operation in a 
Macmillan, and both note that it was year or so, may help provide com- 

puterlzed information on sales nod in the same position the previous 
week (the Sfar provides the addi- prevent inflation or detlation of 
tional Information that the book has figures by anyone. He also suggests 
been on the list ‘for 10 weeks). Both as a partial solution that Canadian. 
lists also agree on the top non-fiction best-seller lists follow the lead of the 
entry, Chrysler chairman Lee New York Times and diversify their 
Iacocca’s autobiography, published choicea according to paperbacks and 
by Bantam. mass-market books. The Times has 

Fmm those two the lists perform also set itself up as a critical arbiter of 
juggling acts willi the same books or 
add a few extra hoops of their own. 

taste - as has 7%~ magazine- with. 
&I Editors’ Choice list. 

Stephen King’s and Peter Straub’s Canadians already seem to follow 
The Talkman (Penguin) merits the American lead in their choice of 
second place on the Maclean’s list, books. A best-seller list in an issue of 
but only fifth on the Sar’s. Douglas 
Adams’s So Long and Thanksfor All 

Time for April 8 shows that in noo- 

rhe F&h (Collins) has stuck at sixth 
tictiog Mackun’s agrees with four of 

place for the last two weeks, accord- 
ilmc’s 10 choices, the Slar with 
three. The fiction lilt has Madean’s 

ing to the Srar, end equally stubbom- 
ly at ninth place, according to 

repeating seven of 7ime’s choices, 

Madean’s. Leo Buscaglia’s. non- 
the Smrone fewer. Time’s list ls com- 

fiction work, Loving Each Other sits 
puted from “more than 1,000 par- 

at seventh place on Madezm’s list (it 
ticipating book stores” acton the 

was sixth the week before) and 
powerful land of our nelghbour to 

precisely nowhere on the Star list. 
the south. The Mount Olympus of 
the be&seller list for Canadian 

Gretzky, a book about you-know 
who by his father sod Jim Taylor 

authors seems higher and rockier 

(McClelland & Stewart), is number 
than it should ,be. 

-BARBARA WADE 
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stantly to be answering telephones. 
There are shelves, desks, and a coffee 
table that holds BCW books by Leon 
Rool:e and John Metcalf. Such corn- 
pan>,! A visiting would-be author from, 
ray, Haileybury, Ont., could hold his 
head high. 

Is Emerson House a vanity press 
simile to such U.S. firms as Exposition 
and Vantage? Davll bristles. “I prefer 
the term ‘subsidy.’ AII Canadian pub- 
lishing is subsidlred anyway, either by 
grams or tas breaks.” Among the co”“- 
try’s trade publishers, he contends. 
“most acceptaxes are made on the basis 
of whether or not the book will receive a 
grant.” Of course, a frustrated author 
could hire a printer for himself, but “I 
don’t see why people who want to see 
their rorl: in print should be over- 
charged for shoddy production. when 
Emerson House can turn out nice- 
looking, affordable books.” 

How affordable7 David estimates that 
a 300-page hardcover book on blgh- 
quality paper would require an author’s 
subsidy of about $8,00C610.000 for 
1,000 cdpics. Emerson House would 

. tly set a retail price of $19.95 per book, 
wth the author receiving a royalty of 40 
per cent, the book store (if it accepts 
self-published books) the standard 40 
per cent, and tic firm 20 per qent for 
diitributlon charges. A family history 
currently in the works is to be published 
in a limited edition of 300 at a subsidy of 
52,500. 

congratulates 

winner of a 
National Magazine Award 
for “Northern Journey,” 
a profile of Edith Iglauer, 

which appeared in our 
August-September issue 

The subsidy is estimated by feeding 
the author’s specifications rcgardbtg 
length, paper quality, number of pages, 
and the like into a computer. The con- 
tract covers the cost of editing, design, 
and art work. Protiotion, lf requested, 
is contracted out at the author’s ex- 
pense. No editorial decisions are made. 
Emerson House will print anything 
except libdlous, obscene, and hate 
material. 
. Recatly the firm processed a wllee- 
Lion of poetry by members of a high- 
school creative writing class in Montreal. 
The poems were received in mid-March 
for delivery to the school In May of 
1.000 finished copies. As David puts it, 
Emerson House is “the upscale instant- 
printer” - whll reminds a listener of 
the boast of Exposition editor Edward 
Ublan, who otu!e ran off a book in two 
weeks so that the author (who must have 
died happy) could have it at his death- 
bed. 

Y’m not arhamed of what we’re 
doing,” says David. “It warms my heart 
to see an author’s face whenever 1 put a 
first book in hia hands.” 

-HELEN PeREla.4 

Ask a foolish 

E&w-TIME hwstr4OS fmm a correspoo- 
dent who spent three sumtners during 
the mid-1960s marking Grade 13 English 
!inals in Ontario and nxently redis- 
covered some of the answers he had col- 
lK.led: 

Macbeth: . 
“During the banquet Macbeth goes 

out intdthe hall and has a’soliloquy.” 
“Macbeth and Baoquo were close 

friends who had been through many a 
bottle.” 

“When Macduff heard of the 
slaughter, he first asked if all were 
killed. Then he asked about his poultry 
and wept about ‘all hii little chickens.’ ” 

Hamlet: 
Yaettes acts as a foil to Hamlet. It is 

with this foil that Hamletis stabbed.” 
“At the md Horatio is the only Great 

Dane left.” 
“Claudius won’t let Hamlet return tp 

W school.” 

King Lear: 
“Lear reaches hi cllmax after saying. 

‘Off, off you lendings! Come unbutton 
here!’ ” 

“Lear re@izes that his daughters 
Regan and Gonetial (this sounds like 
some dii, doesn’t it?) are evil.” 

“Lear’s hubris has caused him to 
commit bll hamartia which he will not 
discover until his anagnorisia in the later 
part of the play.” 

“Lear, on the heath, discovers that he 
is truly an unjust mart, especially when it 
coma to Cordella. He exclaims, ‘I have 
did her wrong.’ ” 

Murder in Ihe Cathedmk 
“A martyr is a person who dies solely 

for the thing he believes in when there is 
no other alternative.” 

The Mayor o/ Casterbridge: 
“Henchard’s barterbIg his wife while 

drunk shows what a good head for 
business he has.” 

Qu&ion: Give a good teasoo why [Mat- 
thew] Arnold chose to describe the beach 
at Dover by night instead of by day, and 
defend your aoswer. 

Answer: “Arnold describes the beach at 
Dover by night instead of day and de 
fend your auswz because he meotions 
the beach at night all through the poem. 
Thus the poem is set in a setting. The 
setting is night. He couldn’t very well 
change to ilay after all that night meo- 
tioned.” 

Question: Give 1m0 exa&e.s of ironic 
comedy in [the story] “Across tbe 
Bridge” and show how each example ls 
effective. 

ANnvrr “BxamQles of ironic comedy 
are numerous in *Across the Bridge.’ It 
juat seems that I c&t think of any - 
ironic, isn’t it?” 

Queslion: 
Read the following porn;, and then 

answer the questions below it. 
The Garden 

They shall inherit due earth. 
In her is the end of breeding. 
Her boredom is aqrddte and erwsdve. 
she wouldIike someone to speak m her. 
And b a/mosI &id that I WI cmnmil 

that indimelion. 
- Ezra Pound 

l anemia:’ a diresw of the blood. ordi- 
narily a.ccompan*d by weak- 
nar; the term is used here 
metaphorically. 

_ 

(a) zd:;y simile in the first line . 

(b) Describe two symptoms of the. ‘:- _ 

I_ 



THE CANADIAU GUIDE TO BRITAIN 
Irolsmo Ona: Gnngbnd 
JoNMy Simpson and Ged MmUn 
The only guidebook to Britain davlsed 
spscilically br Canadtans. The first volume in 

valuable advico on how to locale 150 sllea in 
England of contempomry and hlstorical 
Interest lo Canadlans. Mvlded into tourlet 
areas. the book prwides lnformattve essays 
on each site. maos of each of the areas. and 
a comprehens’km Index. 
Illustraled. SiXg5 09th o 514.95 paporbaok 

FllAwI: SOBEV 
The Men and The Emptre 
Hnrry Gums 
This in-depth biography of one ol Canada’s 
most dynamic entrepreneurs reveals the 
strategies and management philosophy 
Sobay used lo keep his business machlne 
ronnmg and lo ensure its ralenUese 
svpanslon. This dramatic story Involving 
pow&i figures In the Canadian lnveetment 
community and complex multi-mllliondoltar 
deals. is told against the backdmp of Frank 
Sobey’s fierce loyalty lo hls tamlly and lo hle 
home, Nova Scotia. 
IIIuslraIad. 534.95 0lelh 

It1 CEARCH OF YOUR EUROPEAN ROOTS 
A Compl;to Guide to Tracing Your Ancealore 
In Evxy Country In Eumps 
AnUus Gadcr 
Follirning tha success of the ctaselc IN 
SEARCH OF YOUR ROOTS. one of Canada’s 
foremoel osnealooical autbodtlae now 
prolwdes ~peciflc~nformallon and practical 
advice on traclna vour Eumoean anceston. 
&ginning each iiiapler with a history of the 
country. lhe author details the various 
sourcee of genealogical documents and 
societies available In such countries as 
Greece, Poland, France. Hungary, and 
Germany. Also pmvlded are a blbliograpby, 
an index and a gkwsary ol special larms. 
812.95 papsrback 

Nerr !&allobla In Paperback: 
IN GSAGCH OF YOUR BRITISH &IRISH 
ROOTS 
A Complito Guide lo Tracing Your English, 
Y!aI:h, GcoUMh, and lrteh Aooeetora 
Angus Gxder 510.95 papsrback 

Available at bookstoree across Canada 

T9G4.s F.lost Tlmelv Bock - AL ,/\ 
Now AvaIlable In hpsrbackl _.. / 

Lie L4veequs and the F’artt Gu6bbcolr In 
Pmver 
Graham Fraser 
Published last fall lo unanknoue p&a. P.P. 
is the delinitiva account of the oolilics and 
the people ot a unique period in our hlslory. / 
This new paperback edition brings the P.Q. 
story right up lo dale with a tinei chapter on 
the internal split over soveralgnty and the 
historic Januarv oarlv convantion. 

“A superb chmnlcle...dense wlth tact and 
anecdote. and brllllantty illumlnalod with 
word-pictures ol the party’s charismaltc 
leader, hls colleamres. rivals, and snemies.” 

Illustrated. 

GOLF: The Dloltonaly 
Deemond Kwar 
Illualraled by Jett Hook 
and 
TENNls: A Tennte Mottonary 
Keith Dunstan 
Illuelraled by JeG Hook 
Those hitadous sports dlclionarlas oaplure 
the spirit ol each aport for lhs average 
amateur or the avid fan. For the novice. 
these guides will reveal the secrets ol the 
games: and for the vetaan, they offer 
ra-lntarpretations that wlll certainly give 
much pause for thought and dlsousslon. 
S6.95 paperback each 

MY MOTHER’S KEEPER 
9. D. tlyaran 
A daughter’s candld portralt ot her famous 
mother - the lncontparable Gene Davis. In 
lhis spellblndlng book Hyman shows us 
Davis besot by private domoos. slruggltng 
lhmugh her stormy mauiage. obsesstvely 
attached lo her only natural child. and ruling 
family and lwers with the same caprtclous 
strength that bmugM her lo the lop. She 
emerges bs rtvettng and unlorgattable a 
characlar as any of her famous roles. 
IllUSbnled. 524.95 Cloth 

THE CGMtt HOUSE RULES 
John Irving 
Thls stunning new novel by the author of the 
number one bestseller, THE WORLD 
ACWRDlNG TO GARP tells the life story of 
Dr. Wilbur Larch - saint and obslelrlclan, 
lounder and dlreclor of the orphanage In St. 
Cloud’s, Maine, ether addict and aborttonlst. 
It is also the story of Dr. Larch’s favoudte 
orphan, Homer Wells, who Is never adopted 
and whoee desltny Is touched by two 
unusual women. sK4.95 oleth 
A Ltmtled, Slgned EdGton will be avagable 
9114.95 Cloth \. ..__ .._ 
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The challenge for Canada lies in finding ways of helping 
the nuclear powers move beyond the outmoded thinking 
that’s been fuelling the arms race. 

The Canadian Centre for Arms Control and Disarmament 
is seeking fresh ideas for practical Canadian initiatives. It 
conducts independent, professional research and publishes 
balanced, readable information about the issues for . 

concerned Canadians. 

Be part of the solution. 

Support our work by becoming a member of the Centre 
or by making a tax-deductible donation. 

Let’s give our children some confidence in the future. 

,________________________________________-___-~__~~~~~~--- 

0 Please send me informalion about the Centre. 
0 I am enclosing a donation to support the Cent&s work. 

Please send me an income tax receipt. 

Name 

Street & No. 

I’ ( City 84 Province 

Postal Code 

The Canadian Centre for Arms Contml and Disarmament 
1Sl Slater Street, Suite 7f0, Ottawa, Ontario KlP SH3 , I’ 



‘I’m dealing with each of the little Worlds I know 
personally,’ says John Reeves, whose talents 
range from running marathons to wrlting mysteries 

LINNING. John Reeves’s 124-pound 
body is a machine built to run. A 
race photo shows him pounding 
toward the finish line of a 
marathon: teeth bared ferociously, 
legs pumping. he is leading the 
pack. 

Just now. he is uncharacteris- 
tically lounging on a sofa in the 
uncluttered living-room of l$s 
Tudor-style house. The decor IO 
muted, like the grey day. He lives in 

, 

them Pooh, a blind Siamese, and a huge lumbering creature 
named Pickwick. Except for the stereo. radio, and typewrita 
- all silent at the moment - there is little in this m6m to sug- 
gest Reeves’s intensely led activities. 

Reeves has just published with Doubleday the third in a tive- 
volume series of mystery novels, and has begun the fourth. For 
their seltlngs Murder by Microphone (1978) has s CBCRadio 
building, Murder B&n? Mofim (1984) a monastery, Murder 
with Muskefs a stage perfor!nance of an opera. The fourth will 
be set in Czechoslovakia, the fifth in a Toronto track and liild 
club. 

Wychwood Park, a gate-posted Toronto 
enclave with its own private road. Many 
families here have passed down their 
homes through several generations, but 
Reeves has lived in his a mere 25 years. 
He shares the house with his second 
rife, a stepdaughter who lives in an 
attic apartme”t, and five cats, among 

John liesvss . 

“What I’m doing, you see, is dealing with each of the little 
worlds I know personally.” He is patient and preclse.in 
answering questions about Murder with Muskets, which like 
the others features Toronto homicide detectives InspEetor 
Andrew Coggin and Sergeant Pred Sump, but you can see he’d 
rather be down at the Hart House track at University of 
Toronto, working up a sweat. Which is what he does every day 
after editing tapes in the CBC studios on Jarvis Street. where 
he has been a radio producer for about 30 years. He runs 16 
laps of 400 melres at a faster-than-race. near-sprinting pace, 
each separated by a 75accond interval of,rest. 

HehSayea.rsold. 
.Reew wants to go the diitance. Interval running training 

helps him do it, building “the fortitude of tbe heart and the 
efficiency of the lungs. If you don’t have a natural talent for 
actual fast running. it will give you an extra kick at the end 
than if you’ve never done it. That’s never been my problun. 
Mine is a problem of stainlna.” 

L....' ,,,:. i; ._ .-.. 
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Perhaps. But in 1975 he was training to run the 4,000 miles 
from Horseshoe Bay, B.C., to North Sydney, N.S., at an 
average of 60 miles a dsy. Nine weeks away fmm the startins 
gun. he broke a tarsal bone in his right foot and was forced to 

The U. of T. students who’d been using him as a very fast 
guinea pig for their paper on exercise physiology might well 
have continued their testing. Eight months after the bone 
break, he was mnnbx a marathon. At age 52 be ran the 26 
miles and 385 yards in two hours, 46 minutes. and 15 seconds. 
On different occasions he’s held the Canadian agegroup 
record for all distances from the half-mile to the I&mile, and 
the world record for the two-mile. 

He started running when he was 38 (“The previous 17 years 
I’d spent sitting on my buit’) while coaching his son in track 
and field. If he bas looked back s&e it has only been to check 
if another runner was gaining ground. 

@ : 
MUSIC. Born in Merritt, B.C., the son of a Newfoundland 2. 
Anglo-Catholic priest, Reeves went to England with his family ?g 
when he was in his teens. Hating been a boy chorister, he .’ 

3 studied classics at Cambridge on a choral scholarship. and g 
took up composing mode on graduation. But then he stopped. 
He later told Canadian Composer, “I seemed to be falling pt 

g 

what I was trying to do. . . .I was striving in a rather strained 8 
way for originality. And I had a good many pmbkms to/do g 

i 

f 
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with craftsmanship.” II was only after joining the CBC that 
“lhc idea of a mmposition came into my head almost fully 
f&cd. I sat down and wrote ii. . Al the craftsmanship 
pmblcmr wmcd to have disappeared.” 

Since then he has written a vast amount of mainly religious 
music: a d1isso Brcvti (brief mass), several cantatas, Cooons 
jar Srrin8 Orchawo, motet cycles, liturgical dramas, and 
modern polyphanics. Besides the work he’s done for C&bra- 
tioft. the CBC-Stcrco religious program he’s produced since 
1973. he’s had a busy association with the Elmer Is&r Singers, 
the Tomnm Mendelssohn Choir, and the soprano Janet Smith 
(ID v;hom hc dedicaled ~fwxier with Muskets.) His work has 
been performed in Auslralia, Czechoslovakia, England, the 
United Status, and Germany. 

Perhaps Reeves’s most ambilious musical undertaking was 
Safwlor dftmdi (Saviotu of the World), an orarorio tracing 
Christ from his entry into Jerusalem m Ihe Passion and Resur- 
rection, a 3 l/4-hour epic lhar involved live and fapcd choirs. 
In Triptych (CBC Learning Systems, 1972) he composed what 
was the tirsr large-scale quadriphonic radio drama. Based on 
tbr holidays of Christmas, Good Friday, and Easter, it mm- 
bincs medieval and modem prose, and inclbdes music for pm- 
tadve, elccrric, and pipe organs. In addition lo folk tunes from 
Aboriginal Ausrralia. India, and Israel, il uses a variely of 
Enplish speech forms. 

Linguiaic forms are a rccurrcnt interest. At present, he’s 
v~orking on a 3%minute composition for four choirs, two 
organs. and solo soprano. To be sung by Ihe Tomnro 
Mendelssohn Choir at Roy Thomson Hall next February, 
“. . . in lhe lirsr large movement of it 1 have the soloisl sing 
the narrative OC the Firsr Pentecost. which of course contains 
the Aposder going out into the streets and speaking in 
ton:uer.” The choirs then sing Psalm 148, “one of the more 
joyful pralms,” in “better than 68 languages” - which 
“sounds like a ridiculous kind of babble, but it doesn’t work 
o”t Ibar way.” 

Only Cantonese - based aS il ls on pitch - is giving him 
trouble. Although he has Ihe help of linguists, he c+m also fall 
back on his own rcsourccs. “I have some kndwlcdgc of 
English, and rather less of Latin, Greek, Czech. German, 
French, and Italian.” 

The Iat& composition is based on an ancient Latin Pent* 
costal hymn, and Reeves’s music has always had a religious 
underpinning. But thl priesl’s son, whose motet cycle Introit, 
Q[firfor~ irnd Alleluia won the CBC the 1978 internalional 
Gabriel Prize for the best religious broadcast- a man who, if 
his ldnglisher crest of hair were replaced by a tonsure, could 
credibly pass as a medieval monk - is not a practising Chrls- 
dan. 

Reeves lost bls faith gradually. partly because of a “disillu- 
sionmcnr rith the instilurioli of the Church.” Nevertheless, 
Iizrrder Before hfatim is an accurate, sympafhctic porlrayal of 
monastic life, and one affecting sub-plot concerns the return 
to faith of Constable Nancy Pringle. the policewoman who 
helps Sump and Coggin solve their case. “Religion when I was 
a pracdsing Christian was a iwy important pari of my life, and 
the fact rhat I am no longer one has not reduced its emotional 
impact upon me. I think that to have a strong faith and then 
lore ir leaves a particular hole in your life that cannoL be 
replaced by anything else.” 

If God moves in mysterious ways, pcrhapa the most comic 
illurtradon of divine grace occurred when Rccvcs once staged 
for radio the 15th~century mptcry play, The Lkhtge. 
Recreating the story of Noah and the Ark. he pul a tmupe of 
3 Iiddle-English-speaking srudent actors aboard a horsedrawn 
ragon. Reciting a psalm to mark the passage of 40 days, the 
arixri;yhd awaits the arrival of a dove bearing a twig in its 

“Ai 1bat point there came into view flying from the horizon 

a single Canada goose. Nol one of a flock 5.000 feet up in Ihe 
air. A sir& Gmada goose flying at 50 feet heading straight 
for the wwgon. And as the dialogue quored the bird it came 
straight overhead flapping its wings very audibly. I looked up 
at Ihe cast on the wagon and they were hwng themselves 
with laU8htcr. I thought, Pbxse, let not thti birdma& another 
sound. Thank God nobody cracked. We got it perfectly on the 
tape.” 

- .-I ‘-., : 
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BROADCAST~NO. After Cambridge, Reeves did a short spell in 
the Bridsh Army, was keeper for a colony of rhesus monkeys, 
then spent a year in British Inlelligcncc. Of the last. he says. 

After Cambridge, Reeves was 
keeper for a colony of 
rhesus monkeys, then spent 
a year in British intelligence. 
Of the last, he says, ‘It would 
be easy to glamorize it’ ’ 

“It would be easy 1o glamorire it.” Glamorous or not, he will 
nol discuss the period. because many matters he dcalr with are 
srill secret. 

He returned to Canada to teach Latin at the University of 
British Columbia. “Teachink was never a vocation for me. It 
was somelhlng I was able Lo do while deciding what fo do with 
my life.” After two yey~ he quit to work in a candy factory 
and do some freelance work for the CBC. He was offered a 
job as an apprentice produw specializing in classical music. 
“I grabbed it.” 

From Vancouver he m&d to Toronto and was soon heavily 
involved in radio music, drama. and documentaries. He exper- 
iinentcd with stereophonic and quadrlphonic sound, pressure 
zone microphones. and for a series called The Best Seat in the 
House, the kuostko~(adificial head). 

Sctdptcd of bard black rubber, the head had human facial 
featurns, including ears and auditory caimls that led into 
chambers whcrc two miniature condenser micmfihones were 
mounted, as eardrums would be in a human head. Designed Lo 
be used with dght-lilting earphones, the kttnstkopf received 
sounds fmm all sides. 

Around the CBC the kunstkopf was known as “Arthur 
Talt.” Arthur currently “silo in an cquipmcnl storage room, 
occasionally dusted off to reEord experimcnral music.” U’s a 
matter of regret. “There were one or two technical problems 
with it, whllh I now understand have been solved. I would be 
very keen lo do some more kunstkopf work bccause’ ideally 
those broadcasts should be heard wilb earphones, and 
nowadays you have an enormous potendal audience of people 
going around with Sony Walkmans.” 

Sound effects have alwars fascbmtcd Recvcs. He fondly 
remembers a “quite disgusling” simulated execution of Sir 
Walter Raleigh, the key dements of which consisted of an 
anvil, an axe, two cabbages (one of rh+ parrly spli& and a ’ 
pitcher of unspecified liquid. 

Recvep produced such shows for the CBC BS Anthology. 
Pk?yhowe, Stage, lltesday Night (later Wednesday Night). 
The Bush ad the Salon. One swnmer series was Four’s Com- 
pamy. starring the”Tomnto Drama Quartet.” “Andrew Allan 
asked me if I would like lo@ a weekly half-hour drama series. 
I thought ir would be kind of neat to get four really gifted 
actors and do a varicly of stuff in which Lhcy would always 
appear or star in Ihe shows.” The ‘%ally gifted acmes” were 
Dhna Maddox, Ruth Springford. Mawr Moore, and John 
Drainic 

Many consider the 1950s and ’60s to have been Ihe CBc’s 



best days and nights. Remembering them, Reeves dedicated 
Tripf_vch to Jack McNaught (radio name “James 
Bannerman”) of CBC !yednealq Night, “whose pnemsity 
to Canadian writers was for many years an invaluable en- 
coura8ement.” and hfwder by Microphone to John Dminle, 
“the foxmost radio artist of our time.” 

Although a certain continuity prevails. in that one of 
Celebmtioo’s on-air hosts is Dminie’s daughtw Brmwyn, It 
would be difficult to imagine an innovative pmduction like 
Four’s Comoanv at the CBC today. Indeed. Celebmtion will 

Whatever Reeves may think of 
any CBC move toward pap and 
pop, he remains the loyal 
employee. He does not consider 

came in late 1968, when he began writing Czechoslovakia ‘68, 
“a series of fotmalIy unorthodox sotmats,” later broadcast 89 
a tribute to Czachc&vakia aLld its great long-dllncc runner 
Em8 Zaiopek. He prepared pclmllel’68 for CBC-TV, \vl.dcb 
com!_wed the Soviet invasion with invasion of Melor bv 
A&s in 416 B.C. 

himself an elitist - ‘at least 
In 1975 he mivataly published The Arith&ic afLow in a 

biliagual cd&t, with the tih version traasl&d by Jirl 

not in the pejorative sense. VacIav. The verse play, stagad in Czech in Tomato and later 

I’m not interested in reaching 
broadcast la English, ls dedicated to those who “abide by the 

knowledgeable people as 
truth and suffer for it,” and puts Dubcck in the tradition of 

such, but rather those who 
simply are attentive’ 

. Czech saints, martyrs, aad reformus like St. Wenceslas, Jan 
Has, aad Tomap .Masaryk. It also ‘contains examples of 

i 
charactcrlstlcally mordant Czach wit. A commeamtor says, 
“When you go on a visit to Prague today aad stay at a govera- 
meat hotel, don’t mmplain of the servlcc: ybu can’t axpat 
secret policemen to make good waltan.” 

Whif6 visiting Prague in 1976, Recvm met the Canadian 
be cancelled at the end of 1985, to be rcplacsd by what Reeves 
terms “some kind of religious magarine.” 

Whatever Reeves may think of any CBC move toward pap 
and pop. he remains the loyal employee, dalining cmnmcnt 
on specifz pmgmmmlng changes. But he does make some 
general observations: “To say that radio ls a popular medium 
tends to saggeot that there is a mass audience of diverse inter- 
ests, tastes, and backgrounds Listening to a given program. I 
think that the success of the CBC or of any public bmad- 
casting medium should rest on the assumption that the publii 
consists of several diffcmu audiences - for jazz, classical 
music. certain types of drama Many people may belong to 
weraJ audiences, depending on how ride their tastes are. But 
each individual program will achieve the best result if it’s 
aimed at those with a specific interest in it. Of course, you will 
Iawe mlUlons with one special&ad audience after another. 
Don’t try to dilate it for an imaginary audience of millloas 
who have 5omc vague intcrcst or who turn it on for back- 
ground music.” 

Yet Reeves does not consider blmsalf aa elitist - “at Ieast 
sot in the pejorative sense. I’m not interested in reaching 
knowledgeable people BE such, but rather those who sbnply arc 
at1entive.” 

writer and transIator Paul Wilson, then living tbcre. Wilson 
Iata rendarcd into Czech The Hmdecek Passion, a version of 
tha Eiarter story arraogad aad recorded by the Plastic People 
of the Universe. a rock band b1acklllte.d in its homeland. The 
smuggled tape was al&on Celebmtion in 1980. Wilson, who 
tram&s Josef Skvoreckv and otha Czech writers. alsO con- 
tributed to Celebmtion ‘&tea from Behind Bars,‘; a feature 
about the supprrssion of Czech rellglous orders. Yet another 
&Lzbmtion program. “In the Name of UK Republic.” con- 
cemed the state parsecution of Christians from the 1950s to the 
’80s. The program’s wirer-director aad two cast mcmbcn 
were not named bsause rep&Js against their families wart 
feared. 

Reeves hopes to be able to revisit Czechoslovakia soon - 
thll time not as a political observer, but as a track and field 
competitor. 

warrt~o. Although he begaa writing sertOusIy only after he 
startedat the CBC, Reew has made up for lost time. Except 
for a group of poems released as a Hallmark LP in 1954. most 
of the work he did - like Trlplyeh. The Arithmetic oflow, 
and two vcr~c plays about the Trojan war - turned up on the 
CBC. Prom a Literary point of view, perhaps the best writing 
prior to the Murder se&% was A Beach qfStmt@em (Oxford. 

CLEC”OSLOVAI(IA. One arca in which Rcaves has held aa attan- 1961). which woa the Prix D’ItaIii for tbe world’s best radio 
live ear to the gmund and air since 1968 is that of play in 1959 and was wbmadcast in North America aad 
Czechoslovakian polItk%. “Like mosl cldzcas, I’ve always had abroad in translations raagiag from German to Japanese. 
some interest in politics. But that pa&alar aspect became Stmctwad in three sections, mostly in rhythmic prose, it is 
wy interesting to ma when I started follow@ news stories “framed by a pmlogaa, two interludes. aad an epilogue, a8 in 
that were coming out of Czechoslovakia in the period leadiag verse. Bach act portrays one day, from morning to night; aad .* 
up to and the period of the Prague Spring. A particular pmfes- alI three acts deal with the same day, as seen through different 
slonal interest v/zx that one of the major outlets during the dmactem. The setting k a holiday beach, in summer. The 
time of freedom of expression there was the Czech radio rime is the present.” As in a musical composition, the diaIogac 
drama departmeat. I was in CBC radio drama at the time and is armaged in solos, duets, uios. aad quartets. S0matIme.a 
wasted no time in going to visit myCzech colleagues. By the characters refer to them&w in the thInI person: after Mr. 
time I got there the [S&et] invulon had taken place.” Pyaoft intmduces himself, his wife identifies hcrsclf as “Lilly 

The stmg8le for liberty of expression la Czechoslovakia - Pycmft, hir wadded knife.” 
and in Poland - is “far from over,” Reewa says. He’s closely Outside the closet, verse drama has ncycr thrived artistically 
obsened the signatories of Charter ‘17, Czechs who “assut in Canada: one thbtks of James Raancy and stops. A Beach of 

that ewytbing they do, say, and ask for is within the law. 
t They are continually saying, please, give as our tights. We 

waat nothing more than is Iald down in the constitution.” He 
is on the board of the Toronto-based 68 Publishers (“the most 
important Czech publishing house In the world”) operated by 
Zdena Salivamva. and “helps” with the Jan Has Fund, which 
assists “acadtmimies aad attists within Czechoslovakii who arc 
out of favor with the regima.” 

Reeves regards Czech Premier Alexander Dubcek’s attempts 
to create “socialism with a human face” in the late 1960s as 
“an idealistic and rather naive attempt to sylitbeslze some of 
the best things in the East aad West.” Reeves’s first response 

_. ._ ..- ___. _~ _ --______ -.-~- . . 



Apart from the verbal inventiveness the play shares with the 
Alurder series. them is another oremonition in the boy Charlie 
Ninto’s day-dreams: . 

When duty cells. Detective-Inspector Minto is always et the 
ready. It wss, 1 recall, a raw November evening when it all 
been: the iog prared against the window like a glomny shroud, 
but inside the scene wee jolly and mua; e menu tire blexd in the 
grxe, and I had just tinished my first after-dinner pipe, well con- 
tent with the world. Alas. thee are the time which seem fated 

: never to lest. I was jusr cm the p&t of Ernarlla that at least on 
3 aiSht like this we wxe secure from interruption for surely not 
even the most foolhardy would venture out in so inclement an 
air. when an imperious rily at the door-bell pierced the domestic 
calm and arrested my remark. so to speak. in the tbmcs of birth. 

Charlie Minto grew up to become Andraw Cc&n. 
Given that Reeve& fellow CBC employees include such 

crime titers as Howard Et@ (7fie S&i& &fur&s, Invin, 
19CO) and George Jonas (Final Decree, Macmillan, 1981) it 
might be supposed that ~Uwder by Microphone began in the 
CBC cafeteria. Mot so. Both Reeves and his creation, Ser8eaat 
Sump, admire Bn8el’s Beany Cooperman series. and Reeves 
likes and respects Jonas as a broadcaster. But the trio didn’t 
discuss their work. “Of the three of us, 1 suspect I may have 
been the first.” 

The idea came to him “while I was dohI8 some tapt aditln~. 
The techncdoey suggested a device for the first murda.” 
Although he had not intended to write a series, it soon became 
one. Reeves composes the novels in low&and. as he would a 
piece of music: “I painfully write each se&ace three or four 
times before going on.” The result is two polite., well-read, and 
mutually respectful Toronto detectives. If Sherlock Holmas 
and Dr. Watson are respectively b%ant and dim. Andrew 
Cog_:in and Fred Sump shed light on crime about equally, less 
like a priest and acolyte than a happily married couple. Coggin 
is good at sifting details and making deductions; Sump is in- 
tuitive, disarming, a shrewd judge of character. 

la the three aowls so far, Reeves has progressively pwge.d 
sometimes-obtrusive satirical or preachy elemenls. In the pro- 
cess: the treatment of locales has become more assured, and 
the puzzles better ccmstructed. Some characteristics am cons- 
tantz Re.wes loves to silo in lists. diaamms. mms - and 
crossword puules, one toa novel. ihe s&~tl& io the murder 
cemces on some technical or mechanical gimmick wltb which 
the killer committed his crime. or concealed it. 

illirrder By MIcrophone is really two novels: one a satis- 
fying. conventional mystery, the other a sometime=vage 
send-up of the CBC administration. A quite fictitious CBC, 
Reeves elaborately points out in the book. “I do not 
suggest. . . that the CBC. as portrayed here., resembles the 
CBC as it is in real life: it would be fooliih to contend that all 
CBC officers are inept or villainous; I have merely drawn an 
imaginary portrait of what the CBC might be like if that ware 
the case.” 

Despite this caveat, it’s difficult to escape the conclusion 
That Reeves is witing edilorials in some of the many footnotes 
ti1a.t pepper the novel: 

Critic% during this period, were not convinced that the CBC 
xs right in its quest for easy popularity. They contended that its 
proper to& ws the pursuit of excelleaoc: and escellmce weld 
n )I be achicvcd by catetina to the lowest common denominator 

of public testc. for the rake of bii ratb1.3~. On television this 
proamm policy took the form of importia3 the shallowest 
Amahn pmductions. or imitaw them. On radio two tactfcr 
were uacd: on the one hand. all work OF substance xvas banished 
to tbe a.betto of PM; on the other hand. AM coaanuatai on 

, soap operes. Mumk, end gwsip. The paradoxical roult WIU that 
the CBC almost entirely lost the bese OF popular support it 
needed: ita only rem&ii defenders seemed to be those Cana- 
dians who lived within rexb of PM radio, plus a few more who 
wished they did. 

(Reew has come to recognize the danprs of such authorlal 

If Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. 
are respectively brilliant and dim, 
Andrew Coggin and Fred Sump 
shed light on crime about 
equally, less like a priest and 
acolyte than a happily married 
couple. Coggin is good at sifting 
details and making deductions; 
Sump is intuitive, disarmin’g, 
a shrewd judge of character 

iatervention. and is “using it less,” attributing opinions to 
characters and “only when it is relevant IO their charactedza- 
ti0a.“) 

Somatimcs the footnotes abruptly change tone to become 
the crudest of wise.cracks: 

[There were] tive recruits. all ‘female. hired in the Jtelllom 
Deparlment since the appointment of Amanda Clinch. Naturql 
atuitIon (death% retlremems. Usmfers) had by this time left only 
one male on the department payroll. a Zen Buddhist from 
Amsterdam called Wim Vaaderknokke, formerly known on the 
ppevbw ‘as the Dutch Treat. bat now more commonly referred 
to Y the Finger in the nykes. 

Delightful program schedules mark the progress of Sump’s 
and Coggin’s day of detection: 

AM aEI(vIcE 
430 “Yours Traly” eontbma. Ouests in tbc second half-hour 

till be folksinger Wi’iregute Rafferty, who opens rOni& et 
The Baked Potsto; Orville Snook, founder of the 01111 
Watchers Assoclatlon in Spit Herbour. New Bmnswickz 
and v%iting Bdtlrh novelist Violet ff&ncb-Wyndough. who 
bee just completed ten weeks et the top of the b&sellers fit 
with her latest book Through n GIr Lkwkly. 

FM s!smcE 
430 Wreckage, a radiophonic poem by H.E. Tepermen: the test 

is aleatmic, and consists of syllables improvised by Method 
studate from the Drama Workshop et Ihe Community 

- Collepc for Performing Arts and Constructive Play, in 
climax, B.!.Z; and the iocidemal score xmslsts of Found 
Mu&, mainly me~sllk, recorded la the Rusty Skidoo junk- 
yard at Dorsal Inlet. Nortbwst Tertitoria. Pmducer, Jane 
Fmgment. 

Much of the (enjoyable) self-indulgence is banisha from 
Murder B&we Mufins, with only a minor regression to it lo 
the character’ of one Constable Doist. who is depictid as a 
cross between mad inventor and Mrs. Malaprop. Also helping 
the crime-solv~ng team are thi collegocducated Nancy Pringle 
and the monks themselves - Reaw has used to good advan- 
tage his knowledge of Gregorian chant and Benedictine 
monastarlu. 

The Prior of Tathwell Abbey, located just outside Toronto 
near the Humber River, tumbled from the top of a bell-tower 



100 fea to his death. In telling us whodunit, the book has an 
architectural (there are even floor plans). historical, and 
sociological solidness one connects with the mysteries of P.D. 
James. though many readers will be reminded of Umberto 
Ecco’s intricate, scholarly, and best-selling The Name sf the 
Rose. which also concerns monastic hugger-mugger. But it was 
published after Reeves wrote hi own detective story. 

With only the occasional strain on beliif (Couin and Sump 
are a trifle too erudite, betitting Scotland Yard gents more 
than the plebiaos of the Metropolitan Toronto Police) Murder 
with Mdets is Reeves’s best-organtid book. Even the earl- 
catures and mu&xl in-jokes (“Murray Schafer’s recent Sii- 
Day Symphony for football crowd, telephone exchange, and 
multi-track dictaphone”) are handled with decent restraint, 
and the embarrassing Constable Doist has been exiled to New 
Brunsv:ick, where he now operates a hardware store. 

The murder in q&lion occurs during a perfonnaoce of 
Puccini’s opera, TOSCCZ Playing the hem. Cavaradossi, the 
Jewish leading man faces an execution squad - and death 
from a real bullet. The book comes with another of the 
caroings we expect fmm Reeves: “Crime fiction exaggerates 
the world’s failings, and I would not wish to suggest that real 
opera companies are always hospitable to egomania= and pol- 
tmons: the average is probably no higher in opeta than in any 
other profession-including the writing of detectlve.flotion.” 

The cast, of egomaniacs and poltmons includes the com- 
pany’s art&if director Leo Lictorlus (not based on the actual 
Canadian Opera Company’s Lotti Manrouri, Reeves empha- 
sizes); a nymphomaniac soprano; a ravingly homosexual set- 
dcsipner: and a lechemus Palestinian who plays Tads 
villainous Scarpia. 

In one way the book neatly suggests the Czechoslovakian 

setting of the next novel, for both the soprano and the murder 
victim have Czech as their mother tongue. Larger social and 
political concerns are also intimated, for a historical note tells 
us that: 

Reference is made to a performance of the Verdi Requiem in the 
conceniration camp at Tuain. and to die subsvquent murder, 
by the Nazis. of nearly all the participants in that performance. 
To invent any such itidal would be to dishonour the memory 
of the victims of the Holowun: their history conlaina ample real 
-of atmcity; to invent an imaginary one would be somehow 
to. suggest that the real cases an? iasuftlciendy appalling. It & 
therefore n-w to state, here, that rbe Tercdn incldenh 
referred to in this book. actually occurred. 

If Murder with Muskets looks back to a historical &w.dy, 
so does another undertaking that Reeves plans for the CBC - 
‘#the research, writing, and pm’duction of a pianl project ou 
t2ech po!itical history to be ahrd in 1988, of the same size as 
that of the bit Orwell one at the beginning of 1984.” . 

Reaves will retire from the CBC ln seven years, though how 
me&gfol a term retirement will be in his case is problamatie. 
When he does, he’ll write a stage play about Sir Walter 
Raleigh, requiring “an enoemOus amount of research.” He 
also bants’to record Canadian speech patterns coast to coast, 
and take “a good strong look at medieval literature, dram& 
and music” through courses at the University of Toronto’s 
School of Medieval Studies. 

“I’ve never wanted to or been able to single out one 
specialization, and cast the others aside or reduce their impor- 
tance. I don’t think my life is terribly well organized, but it oz- 
talnly is very full. Although it’s crowded, I find that for me it’s 
healthy. It’s gbt a kind of balance between the parts of one’s 
life that are involved: the intellect and the body.” 0 

One yeaf after the bestselling The Leopard Hunts in Darkness, Wilbur Smith 
returns with a novel of breathtaking scope and power to claim the foremost 
place Amos& the world’s writers of novels and adventure. THE BURNING 
SHORE is the story of a quest by a lovely and courageous young woman for 
love and fqrtune and a safe place for her child; the quest for what the wild 
bushmen of the Namib desert call The Good Watemof Love. 
7737-2043x m 

$19.95 

NEWSWORTHY is about women, who not only report the news, they me 
news: bright; ambitious career women who have made it in &e high-pressure, 
competitive fdds of radio, televiaiin, newspaper and maga&e journalism. 
Many of them are household names: Barbara Frum . . . Helen Hutchinson . . . 
June Callwood . . . Jan Tennant . . . Betty Kennedy . . . Barbara Amiel. What 
motivates these women, driving many of them through relentless 18~hour 
work days? What is the difference between the ones who succeed spekacu- 
larlv and the ones who burn out? Illustrated with photographs. 



How an American writer heeded the 
‘daily butterlng’ of the CBC to retdrn 
to the land of his parents 

5~ Claii’r Elaise 

I 

a 

c 

w3dmnm twm7s in Mihvaukfe. 
that winter of 196445. parked in 
my neTl VW van. radio on. 
waiting for Bharati [Blake’s wife, 
Bharati Mukherjeel to finish her 
lect!lres at Marquette. one station 
came through loud snd clear, 
from a thousand miles away. It 
was the CSC station la Winnipeg. 
and I could heat my cowl” Ly”” 
conducting the arts i”terv@%, 
and 1 could hear that exhaustive 

IO-minute province-wide weather 
r~wtt, utterly tmcha”ged from my 
childhood and visits over the years, 
beginning with hllhs and lows that could 
chill the open hearths of Pittsburgh, 
v:ind and snow conditions liust for 
“Winnipeg, Carmen, and Glmli” 
(v:hich could be horrendous enough, in 
Jarmary), but leadl”g to fllres that 
vxre barely credible outside of 

laboratory conditions as the report marched ever northward. 
And still that silken voice, that dauntless wave of electronic 
imperturbability (could anyone imagine a” ‘American 
announcer nbt breaking in with a “Get out them long)ohns, 
Cburchii, she’s hitting 50 below tonight!“) led on to areas of 
perma-dark, where herds of muskoxen shouldered the wind: 
Moose Factory, Norway House, pickerel Lake, and tinally,. 
“the Territories.” Fifty-five below. Sixty below. 

As always in my life, there WIU somtihing behind me tq help 
establiih perspective. Milwaukee could be cold, wet, and 

‘uncomfortable. But I came from the stock of heroic skaters on 
both sides (eve” if I failed thhem). My mother bad walked to. 
school one day in North Battleford. Sask., at 63 below. Dow” 
in musty FIorlda, she’d told me the story of walklog on crusty 
snow that sounded like avalmxhes, of flinching from footsteps ’ 
two blocks away, df tasting blood down her thmat as capll- 
laries exploded. .I had stood at recess in w first Canadii 
titer, the boy just arrived from Florida, warchine my dasr- 
males play broom hockey, at 40 below. Bright, confidsnt, 
assertive, informed people, like my eousln and ha pmvmta, 
like my mother. And dark, sdfdesttuctive, violent sociopaths ’ 
like my father, to give my character a tinge of treachery, 
glamour, irresponribility. Half in love with both tendeneiea, 
fez&g that I was totally the child of Winnipeg, I prayed for 
delivemnce from the direction of Quebec. 

And as I sat in our first car, waiting for Bhaiati’s Marquette 
lectures to end. I turned on the CBC to another voice. A pm- 
fessor in Montreal by the name of Sidney Lamb at Sir George 
Williams University was delivering a series of lectures on 
Shakespeare. They were the annual CBC Lecturea: nothll 
too specialized; on the other hand. nothing too compromised 
either. Give” w ignorance of literature prior to about 1950, I 
was probably the &.neral audience he had in mind. 

For those susceptible to it, no greater flattery exists on thl8 
contlueat than the daily buttering by the CBC. It pnsumes an 
audience of educated, liberally-inclined, culturally-informed, 
wvorld-conscious. IocaJly-curious, chaty. and deeply Canadian 
(in the all-embracing and all-restribtive sense of Anglo-or- 
Fra”co-Caoadki”) llstmefs. In short: me, my “tother, aud 
everyone like us. Our projection of an idealiid self-image. 
however lt makes us wince, however we may wish to parody it. 
I have lived my Canadian life in Montreal, Toronto, and 
Winnipeg, among CBC sypea. The projection is true and false. 
expansive and restrictive, ln just about equal doses. I was a 
rootleas, deprived Canadian llsteni”g in Milwaukee to Sidney 
Lamb rewrding from sludlos on Dorchesta Street in 
Montreal, relayed over my old hometown station, C!BW, the 
only counterweight to KDKA in my life. I could hear Montreal 
and Winnipeg and Culture in his voice. All Canadiaus seemed 
to have that effortless Lome Greene radio voice. a race of 
announcers. facile articulators. 

The year before, back in Iowa, I had read Dave Godfrey’s 
rwiew copy of Hugh Hood’s tirst book of Montreal’stories, 
Flying o Red Kite. It bad all been so cozy, so Canadian. Dave, 
a wbrkshop student, was already represented in the standard 



Canadian ontbologies. He’d already been pobliihed in Martha 
Foley’s collections. In Canada he WBS already a classic, and an 
awhority, while we Americans howled like coyotes in the cold 
and dark. I used to read all the Canadian quarterlies, back on 
eveoinp prowls throogh the Iowa library, eonvinclng myself 
that a kinship existed. And I would read with amazement the 
various prize-winning stories in Prism, Tamamck and Piddle 
head, jealous that in Canada evmy published story had a 
chance to survive. to be honoured as “the best.” Well, Dave 
had been reviewing Hood’s book for Canadian Forum. 
Hood’s Montreal, so palpable it leapt off the page., had “erg- 
cd with the older Montreal in my parents’ life, and with the 
Montreal I’d hitch-hiked through on my way to Quebec City. I 
ranted it. I wanted it now. 

I longed for those broadcasts. Sitting in’the cold van in 
Milwaukee, I ingested the subtext of Sld Lamb’s talk some- 
where, it said, thii kind of stuff isn’t even considered tenibly 
high-brow. The CBC smogly assumes that enough cultural 
fragments still exist out there to justify such a commission. 
Somwhere in the corporate bosom lingers a cherished image 
of loggers, lawyers, fishermen and shopkeepem, students and 
housecives, pensIonus - all clustered around a radio, in 
1%4! Saying by cm&y! to a learned professor’s chats on 
Shakespeare. WeU, it moved me. It spoke (as Canada always 
spoke to me) of continuity, assured values, a unified voice. 

I had to have Montreal. Milwaukee was a night=. The 
anti-Vietnam teach-ins persisted. I wrote very little - too 
busy readiry my Marx, my Marcuse, Brown and Goodman; 
my I. F. S10ne’s WeMy and Nation and New Republic, my 
Dissent and the then-respectable Commenlmy. I wrote to 
McGill and to Sir George Williams University, where the chair- 
man of EngIish, Neil Compton, was Commentmy’s television 
critic. They weren’t interested. 

We returned to Iowa for a year so that Bharatl could finish 

%TE Reeve8 (does) the .trickJ’ 
New lbrlt lhes review of 

Murder Before Matins 

her Ph.D. course work and take her camps. Why not me? I 
would wire. I had no interest in any literature earlier than 
1900; Dreiser and Buddenbmokx were the zero-points. We 
moved into Finkbine Park, the married students’ Quonset 
village (its totality, from its name to itr compressed, squashed 
love and sexuality, had not been lost on Philip Roth in bls 
Iowa novel, Lctdng Go). Bhamti’s day started early, ended 
late. Iwo”, and taught a section of Co” Literature. Bhamti 
stayed in the Writers’ Workshop, studying with John Clelkm 
Holmes. She publlshed a story in Masachuset~s Review. the 
first story she’d ever sent out. It got a letter from Houghton 
Mifflin, asking about a novel. Seven years Iater, they would 
bring oat The Tigv’s Daughter. I worked with Joti Donoso, 
the Henry James. or perhaps the Proust, of Chilean lettem. 
The other writers were Nelson Algren and Kurt Vonnegut, one 
bitter and acerbic, the other just surfacing from the under- 
world of science tiction end slick magazines. Probably more 
than anyone. Vonnegut would pull the Workshop up, or 
down, to new commercial standards. 

That was 1965, the year for young academics of the expand- 
ing universal marketplace. By that tbne I had published six 
stories in obscore quarterlia, the point at which I had arbi- 
warily promised myself to get an agent, carry myself as a writer 
and unapologetically dcscrlbe myself as one. Universities were 
knocking on our Quonset hut. But Bharatl and I had our 
applications out to Montreal. My imperIalIs”, totally. She WV& 
happy in Amuica, anywhere in Am&a except the Sooth 
would have done. But she was also a wife and mother Indii 
wife, and mother - she submitted to my dream, or to my 
pitch. I was offered jobs by letter and by phone call, in 
Washington, Oregon. and half the new campuses in Call- 
fornia. But I Vfas an east-coaster; people out there-how did 
thev live7 I’d onlv been once west of Omaha. I’d had it with 
An&a, its poll&s, its shallowness. its reaction; its disarray. 
But anain McGill m&ted me. Neil Common. writinn a second 
year ?or Sir Geo& Williams, said i‘majrbe.” tamarack 
Revkw, where Dave Godfrey published his stories, took my 
tint quasi-Canadian story. Privm, out in Vancouver, took 
another. I was coming North. 

McGill leaped at Bharati. and so it was settled. She would 
teach and I would write. teaching En&h as a second lanrmage 
for.McGilI extension a<nlgbt. The jibs I had turned do& in 
the West Coast were for assistant professomhlps at 08,OOp 
$9,000 a year, three sections, hvo of them writing. Bhamtl 
wpuld be earning the equivalent of U,OOO for four sections of 
freshman &gllsh. as a lecturer. 

In June, 1966, my son and I entered at Windsor with a 
vanfol of furniture. Bharati stayed back to take her camps. I 
remember it as a glorl~us summa day, the fidfibnent of my 
life to that time. I uw admitted to the country of my parents’ 
cltlzenship as a temporary worker on the b&s of my McGill 
evening job, not on Bharati’r appointment. Married women 
had no files of their owe. I drove that 13 hours to Montreal 
without a break. oumoed bv a new adrenalin. 

Here, I b&&i, I’woolh fmd my voice. FarewII. tho& 
swampy Southern stories of my remote accI&tal past! Has, 
Fmnch and Rngllh as I was - here, remembering my brief 
Winnipeg childhood, my summers in Quebec. and two adole+ 
cent summers id BrockvIIIe - here, I would take my place. 
This is whe” all my bstincts had come fmm, where the agony 
of my life was n&y a national allegory; where p&i- 
logically I w at home. By some Herculean effort and by some; 
Odysreao restraint, I had managed to reallgn my life. llfi 
myself back on the tracks I’d been derailed fro” 25 yea,n 
earlier. Never had a tbbm seemed so right. Never had; I 
behaved so &sIonate.Iy. I had the feeling -tit my Amerirran 
life was over; nothing from it counted. It would be like Qoihec 
City all over again, but in BnglIsb, with Pmnch all around us by 
the background. 0 
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The liberal idea of justice, argues 
George Grant, contains within it the seeds 
of its own destructlon 

Paul lnlilson 

EnpJish-Speotdng Jnstlce, by George 
Grant. House of Anansi, 104 pages, 
$5.95 paper (FSBN 0 88784 141 4). 

Cmmdlnn Political Thought, edited by 
l-l. D. Forbes, Oxford, 412~~s. $12.95 . 
paper (ISBN 0 19 540457 2). 

~0s~ LITEIWTE, educated Canadians 
vzill be familiar v/ith George Orant and 
cith his brief classic Lament jor a 
h’rrrion, vihich argued that \vith the 
defeat of DieFenbakcrQ gowrttmettt in 
1963 the notion of Canada as a polily 
distinct From the United States !vas dealt 
a Final coup Cre grriee. When it tvas first 
published in 1965, the book struck a 
chord that resounded in sympathy on 
bath ends of the political spectrum end 
it became a best-s&r. an unusnal Fate 
at the best of times For a book of 
politiul philosophy. 

Set against the escdlent context pro- 
vided by H.D. Forbes’s anthology OF 
Canadian political thought. Orant’s 
thesis about the Failure of Canada seems 
right in the Canadian grain. A great 
many of om political philosophers have 
worried aloud about out ability to sot- 
rive next door to the United Statea. and 
that vzorry bar animated Canadian 
history ever since the U.S. declared its 
independence. IF Grant had adtten “0 
more than Lamenl for a Nation (dich 
Forbes does not include), he would still 
deserve a tirm place in the anthologist’s 
pantheon. 

Fortunately, he has written more. I 
say Fortunately because, in a sense, the 
rootedness of Lament in specific 
political events and its strong anti- 
American bias helped to obscure the 
deeper levels of argument in the book. 
Plo\v, 20 years later. it is easier to see 
that Grant’s doubts were less about the 
impossibility of Canada, and more 
about the impossibility OF sustaining, or 
even of entertaining, conservatism in an 
uge dominated by a liberal Faith in pro- 
grrss and technology. 

EngtU-Speaking Justice, (published 
simaltaneonsly in the United States by 
the University of Notre Dame Press, 
thus making it a continental w- 
publication and marking what may be 
the first real introduction of Grant the 

anti-continentalist to U.S. readers) \vas 
originally a se&s OF lectures delivered at 
Mount Allison University in 1974. In it, 
Grant argues that the liberal notion of 
justice contains within it the seeds OF its 
o\vn destruction. 

His argument is dense, eloquent, and 
rich in detail and metaphor. proceeding 
not so much by logic as by a series of 
related “enucleations.” “Enucleate” is 
a word Grant is Fond of using - appro- 
priately so, for in addition to its more 
general meaning of explanation it also 
means removing the kernel or corn of 

something without damaging the entity 
From whiih it is removed, a metaphor 
that accurately describes Grant’s anti- 
analytical approach to thinking, which 
he delines as an activity of the mind that 
pays “steadfast attention to the whole.” 

Thongh be clahns to be out of tune 
with the assumptions and the langnage 

of liberalism, Grant nevertheless admits 
now that the core of liberalism - its 
insistence on political liberty - is the 
only sane basis For political discourse in 
the Weat. “There can be sane argument 
concerning how Far political liberty can 
be achieved in particular times and 
places, but not eoneerning whether it is a 
central human good.” The problem, 
howvever, is that the propositions of 

nology ate no\v runt&g in opposite 
directions. Technology, once identified 
as the agent (or tbe result, depending on 
your point of view) of human freedom, 
nolv is being used more and more to 
extend man’s mastery over human 
beings themselves. “Technology,” 
Grant writas, 

organizes a systan which requires a 
maUive apparatus of arlisans coneemed 

with the control or human beings. Such 
work aa khwiour moditieation, paretic 
engineering, population control by 
abortion are extreme exampks. . . The 
practical qustion is whether a loeiety in 
which technology musk be oriented to 
cybernetics can maintain the imtimtions 
OF Free politics and the protection by law 
of the rights of the individua!. 
To help answer thk question, Grant 

examines liberalism in detail. Starting 
with the modem American version 
represented in John Rmvls’s A Theory 
of Justice - lvhich offers the classic, 
contemporary liberal definition of 
society as an association of free, 
calculating individuals whose rights con- 
stitute a supreme good - Grant drsws 
back to examine earlier versions of 
liberalism, principally in the writings of 
John Locke, and to conuast the modern 
view with earlier Greek and Christian 
definitions of justice as “an overriding 
order which Eve do not measure and 
define, but In terms of which we are 
measured and defined.” 

Grant claims there is a “political 
vacttnm” at the heatt of liberalism that 
remained hidden For generations thanks 
to the survival of Protestantism as a 
ayxkm of public beliefs, and also thanks 
to the healthy reluctance of English- 
speaking political philosophers to stray 
too Far From a pm&al, tvorkaday 
examination of their beliefs. One exam- 
ple OF the problems that arise is this: 
once individual tights are posited as a 
supmme good, then “comfortable self- 
preservation” (that is, the avoidance of 
vident death) becomes thesine qua “on 
of those tights. But then, says Grant, 

why should anyone make sacrifices for 
thecommon good that entatt that paui- 
bility? why should anyone choose to be 
a soldier or a policeman. if Lockian 
conrractualtsm is the trnth about 
justice? Yet such proFessions are near- 
sary irany approxtiation to justice and 
eonrent am to be maintained. 
But the problem is far deeper than a 

contlict between individual rights and 
soeiti responsibility. It appears in its 
most painful clarity in the issue of abor- 
tion on demand. For Grant. the water- 
shed For western liberalism was the U.S. 
Supreme Court decision Roe v. Wade, 
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mhllh ruled that no state has the right to been protected From the worst come 
pass IeglsIation outlawing abortion. The quences of such shifty principles. Yet 
judge, who saw himself as an adjudi- even if one disagrees with Grant’s con- 
cator betxeen the rights of the legisla- chuion that English-speaking justice is 
tures and those of the mother, asserted in its twilight, his warning that the worm 
the prior right of the mother to control is not some alien dragon. but rather a 
her body for siu months after concep- domestic creature gnawing away within 
tion. In doing so, he had to exclude the _ the very apple we hold in our hands, has 
fetus from the tttigation by declaring it a 
non-person, an idea Chant finds absurd 
and repugnant. (“Pregnant women do; 
not give birth to cats,” he snaps.) 

Thus, although the decision may have 
seemed like a victory For the rights of the 
individual over the demands of the state, 
it in fact “raises a cup of poison to the 
lips of liberalism,” because it “unavoid- 
ably opens up the whole question of 
what our species is. What is it about any 
members of our species which makes the 
liberal rights of justice their due?” 

In other words, where do you draw 
the line? IF the “convenience” of indiv- 
iduals becomes the basis For justice, 
v:hat is to prevent injustice from con- 
suming all thox who are too weak to 
defend themselves, “the imprisoned. the 
mentally unstable, theunborn, theaged, 
the defeated and sometimes even the 
morally unconforming?” Even more 
Fundamentally, why do any of us 
deserve justice in the first place? “The 
inability of contractual liberals (or ln- 
deed Marxists) to answer these quepr 
tlons: SaF Grant. “is the terrifying 
darkness that has Fallen upon modem 
justice.” 

The darkness Grant refers to is not 
something beyond imagination. Our 
century has already provided plenty of 
gory evidence of what happens when 
that line is drawn elsewhere, among 
races, religions, or social classes, For ex- 
ample. So far, most of us who live in the 
hcartlands of liberalism, at least, have 

to be confmnted. 
Two more points, one a criticism, the 

other an observation. One of Grant’s 
constant themes is the impossibility of / 
true discourse in a so&y united and 
dominated by a single ideology-in this I 
case Liberalism. Yet everything he writes, 
In a sense, Is a denial of that impossi- 
bility. No doubt he often feels Iiie a 
lonely outslder. a prophet in the wilder- 
ness, given hearty liberal pats on the 
back For his brilliance, then wilfidly 
ignored or misunderstood. But what else 
are those liberal Freedoms For, if not to 
allow people to express themselves as 
Fully g possible, without regard For the 
dictates of fashion or ideology. in the 
belief that only what people give freely 
of themselves can become the seeds of a 
Iiving future? Grant has given us much, 
but I can’t help Feeling that the vigour of 
his work - its potential to become the 
starting point of something new - ls 
sapped by his apparent belief that he 
writes in vain. 

Second, cached away in Grant’s 
writings are many autobiographical 
hints and suggestions. IF one were to sift 
through them, one could probably un- 
cover the skeleton of a very interesting 
intekctual hii of one man, diitk 
tied and out of place in the age he wes 
born into, yet Fascinated by it, ranging 
backward through the whole history of 
ideas and events For evidence of Fatal 
turning points and roads not taken. One 
hopes that some day soon, Grant may be 

persuaded to make his own story expli- 
cit. 

As for Forbes’s Canadian P&imi 
ThoughI. a great deal could be said - 
some of it nit-picking (such as the 

unaccountable absence of an index, and 
the Fact that it is printed on paper Uttle 
better than newsprint), but most of it 
positive. It is clearly intended as a 
university primer, bqt I can recommend 
it heartily to the general reader. Its en- 
tries range all the way Cmm Mgr. 
Joseph-Octave Plessis’s ,homily, dated 
Jan. 10, 1199, on Nelson’s victory over 
Napoleon at Aboukll (arguing that the 
Btitlsh conquest of .Quebec may well 
have been a good thing) to George 
Grant’s most recent (1979) ruminations 
on Nietzsche. 

Most of the pieces are Interesting in 
their own right. and they have obviously 
beep chosen, with great care, to illus- 
trate not just the ideas that have shaped 
our intekctual history, but also the 
quality of mind that has informed it. 
One way to read the book would be as a 
colloquium of living spirits. and I eager- 
ly await a playwright and a theatre 
courageous enough to put Camdim 
PoIidmi Though1 on stage. 0 
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Acrobatics: A Tale of Fan&y and 
Reality In Words and Sculplura, by 
Victor Tolgesy, Edahl Productions, 
illustrated. 75 pages, $57.50 cloth (ISBN 
U 9691205 3 2). 

By Dennis Mills 
FOR A BREF and memorable while, 1 re 
entered my childhood thanks to the late 
Victor Tolgesy snd the efforts of editor 
Naomi Jackson Groves. Tolgesy’s com- 
bination of sculptures and words results 
in a wnderful fable - a simple and 
unaffccting tale of an acrobat - a story 
that quickly layers itself into dreams and 
memories, and a life of creating. 

The Hungarian-born Ottawa artist 
died in 19sO. but Tolgesy wmte about 
this v;ilrl:, “If a hint as to the meaning 
of it all were needed, I would want M say 
that art. or if you wish, acrobatics. is 
more than just a daring performance. It 
can brt an esperience of the haart: 

Acrobarics combines the text and 
images with care. Tbe sculptures, simply 
photographed, are shown against black 
or muted coloured spaces, and the eye is 
invited to explore ahd delight. The 
chimsical, childlike qualities revealed 
remind me of Walter Trier’s lllustra- 
lions. and the figures of New Brunswick 
sculptor John Hooper. I would have 
“referred slirhtlv more air between the 

the decades of the 1930s and 1940s. 
MacLeod was not a great palmer, but 

she was one whose passion, enthusiasm, 
and activism touched those around her; 
fellow artists, curators, her students at 
the Observatory Art Centre, which she 
established at the University of New 
Brunswick. It ls that quality of engage 

vital pictures crammed with activity - 
and that is expressed in her letters. Tbsre 
is the joy in friendships, in ha art and in 
her daugbrer; there is the need to be 
involved in the struggle agaimt the 
limitations of range and reception in 
Canadian. art; and there em the profes- 
sional disappointmentr: a dlffkxlt mar- 
riage, and the circumstm1ce4 of ll ‘“g in 
New York for thelast rerlife IOyeamof 

son and a” artist were directed toward 
Canada. 

She wrote extensively, but all has been 
destroyed with the axe&n of a few 
published articles and the letters. Her 
letters aive us less the sense of what she 
might Ike acldeved as a witer than the 
liveliness of cmwersatio”. Their value - 
beyond the historical details they reveal 
- lies not so much in what preclsaly is 
said than in the way they reflact the dy- 

lines of type, and the placement of the 
three “We Are All Acrobats” sculotures 
is a bit confusing. Better, I think, to 
have separated them m”re from the 
stmy. since Tolgesy did not complete the 
text that wuld have integrated them. 
The tale is a gem by itself. A limited edi- 
tion of 500 was printed. This and the 
price will keep the story and the book 
from the clrculatlo” they deserve. 0 

Daffodils in V/later: The Life and 
Lctlers of Pegi Nlcol PfIncLeod, 
lCO-?-1949, edited by Joari hlurray. 
Penumbra Press, 354 pages, 527.50 cloth 
(ISBN 0 920506 4s 1). 

By Dwic! Ekm3ft 

h FREND of Macleod’s wrote, after her 
tragically early death, “Gwning a work 
by Pegi Nicol is like smelling daffodils in 
mid-winter.” That stands also to 
describe the artist’s determinatio” and 
desire, despite personal difftities and 
the depressingly limited and unrespon- 
sive condition of art in Canada tbmugh 

Flghtlng Backz Tax Evaslm’nnd lbe 
Graal Csnadlan Tax Revolt, by Paul 
Mslvern and George Vandenberg, 
Methuen, 152 pages, 09.95 paper (ISBN 
0 458 98480 9). 

By Kevin Barker 
THE TROUBLE with Rghling Back is that 
it alienates the hordes of honest rank- 
and-file taxpayers who may benetit from 
it. Both Malver” and Vandenberg are 
financial and tax experts, and tbdir hope 
is plainly that tbe book will sell nicely to 
libraries, corporatio”s, and Revenue 
Canada. But as a subjective rather than 
practical guide to the Canadian tax 
system, it offers little more than sym- 
pathy for us &8mmon folk. 

Though it answers several interesting 
quesrions - such as who cheats on their 
income tax and why -a potentially bet- 

ter question Is: \?rhat are the acceptable 
limits of cheating and how ca” 1 achieve 
them? M&era and Vandenberg muld 
well have offered a how-t” appmh in- 
,stead of an academic one. But we dp get 
advice of a sort. For example, Malvan 
suggests that the most c”mmon,form of 
evasion is simply not .to file a return. As 
evasion schemes go, he suggests. this one 
is just plain stupid. True enough. 

There is also mwit in knowing the dif- 
ference between evasion - perfectly 
legal, thwgh as impolile h fax circles as 
breaking wind is in church - and out- 
rigbt fraud, which is grounds for swift 
and terrible retribution. The idea that 
total taxes lost in 1980 muld have wiped 
out the national delicit of 512.7 billlon is 
another profound thoughl, but it makes 
you wonder whose side the authors dre 
0”: yours or the taxman’s. 0 

Stampede City: P&w and Polltics in , 
lhe West, edited by Chuck Raamns, Be 
tween the Lines, 216 pager! S12.95 paper 
(ISBN 0 919946 47 X). , 

By Richard Sherbaniuh 

%L.BERTANs DON’T elect govemments. 
they anoint regimes,” a journalist “nca 
wmte. The currant regime controls 75 of 
the 79 seats i” the Legislature and ls 
headed by a lawyer fmm Calgary. That 
city has fwwd large in the province, 
nritb whose rasourcebased forwnes it 
has always been linked. Stampede City 
contains article by Calgary community 
activists dowmenting the changes that 
occurred in the dry during the boom 
years and examining tbc significance of 
botb tba boom and the bust. “We want 
to present a picture. . . stripped of the 
cllcheS and myths,” say the authors. 

They’ve succeeded. This vartly enter- 
taining book has the tlavcmr of a par- 
ticularly intricate and absorbing episode 
of D&x - all that hubris and hustle, 
all that money. Even for an Albertan it’s 
a” eyeopmer, because the province’s 
journalists tend not 10 be among the 
world’s most probing or incisive, IU EO”- 
tributor Michael Sbapcott documents so 
well in bls piece 0” Calgary% news- 
papwa, “The Media: Corporate Cheer- 
leaders.” For those who are baffled, by 
the aggressive rwntmant of many 
westerners, this book will be a revela- 
tlon, explaining everything from western 
separatism to Dome’s collapse. 
Although the authors have a very 
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definite leftist idwloglcal bias, they are 
engagingly frank in admitting it, and 
they thrash their chose” targets with 
commendable vigour. 

Why do Calgary’s oilmen see them- 
selves as the last of the rugged free 
entcrprisers while seizing every oppor- 
tunity to feed greedily at the public 
trough? Why does Calgary have the 
most unlivable downtown of any North 

American thy with the possible exep- 
tion of Denver, and’who is responsible? 
Why was Mount Allan. which has snow 
about as often as Alberta has a change 
of government, chosen as the site for the 
19% Winter Olympics, and who profits 
hugely from that decision7 For the 
answers to these questions and more, 
buy this book. Q 

Eilly Eo~aweller’s Lasl Dance and 
Other SLories, by Lesley Choyce, 
blerointment press, 96 pages, $7.95 
paper (ISBN 0 88971 099 6). 

Ey Daniel David Moses 
THESEEIGHT stories byLesleyChoy&let 
us know how confusing being one of the 
boys can be. Each story focuses on the 
emotions of a boy or youy man faced 
cith problems in the form of a school 
bully. a sea!mliy bored housewife. a 
delinquent friend, or in such “nsatisfy- 
ing situations as a boring job or single 
ness or adultery. The settings are in 
Halifax and its environs bd could be in 
any town with bars and nursing homes, 
Parthouse magazine, Chevs, and bow. 
Five of the stories are told in the tint 
person, and all of thcv have a colloquial 
style and cynical voice that add energy 
and humour. (“We all started doiw ter- 
rible in school and our social standing 
improved dramatically.“) At its bat, 
this is precise and funny. When a mar- 
ried couple quarrel after an exhausting 
dny and go to sleep angry. “it’s Uke 
decping in a quarry.” These good 
,;lome”ts, however, arr scarce. More 
otim the narrative degeneratfa into 
sloppy description (“Denise was dusting 
a few objects on the dresser, slowly, 
methodically, with care”), and the voice 
turns merely weary (“He could have 
dumped the stuff [cheap winel in the 
river that night vzhhere it would have been 

right at home with all the other poiiu- 
tants meandering down to the sea”) or 
wvhiney (” ‘A” enrichll bouquet,’ he 
mimicked. . . .He took another gulp. It 
tasted like shit”). “The Paper Route.” 
the best story in the coUectlon, shows 
Choyce csn deliver soUd work in his 
chosen style and voice ..,., If only he were 
more reliable. 0 

Capital Tales, by Brian Fawett, 
Talonbooks, 203 pages, $8.95 pap= 
(ISBN 0 88922 221 5). 

By Veronica Ross 

ATTHE WD of Paw&t’s “ew collection. 
a philosopher philosophically sum- 
marizes and tells of hi affair with Queen 
Yictorla. At the beginning “pigs wallow 
in the mud and goats feast on the gar- 
bage some say the invisible tigers have 
left behind.” Between these two’ 
extrnnes one finds oneself in the jungle 
of Fawcett’s visions of the modem 
world. Absurd slaughters take place. 
Most work is senseless. Love is almost 
incidental and reality. often incompre- 
hensible. The people who inhabit these 
19 stories include a “successful research 
manager” with dreadful “ightnmres, 
young guys partyins and fighting, a 
store owner hiding in his basement, a 
berwk hunter, a ““ion worker, a 
driver-salesman for a soft-drink tkm, 
several young writers, amateur hit-men, 
and Thomas Carlyle. 

The author Y present in the first per- 
so”, ialking in a lawnlc, easy, wn- 
pathetic, and often humorous voice. It’s 
a deeeotive voice. All is not well. The 
button-may be pushed. The world nmy 
end. But straaaely, these tales leave M - . 
with hope, not despair. Sometimes a lit- 
tle more clarity might be desired in 
Capita/ Tala; sometimes Fawcett’s use 
of allegory is not as skllful as it might be, 
but this interesting collection is worth 
reading for its commentary on the poor 
Little lives that arc lived on our 
planet. Cl 

Fables of Brunswick Avenue, by 
Ratherine Govier, Penguin, 253 pages, 
$7.95 paper (ISBN 0 007578 X). 

By Judy Wfargolfs 
*‘SHORT sTcR,Es or “ovels are not - or 
should not be - prearranged to suit the 
Literary shoppers. . . .I did not know you 
were coming,” explains Govier in the 
introduction to this first coUectlon. 

It’s hard not to feel slightly offended, 
a little bit put off - as an unwanted 
guest might-by the high-handed tone, 
the uncompromising stsnce of a hostess 
prepared to offer us not the smallest of 
creature cixnforts and no gracious way 

out. .Thue “fables” are no refuge for 
those who want to snuggle up whh a “ice 
fat pillow and read themselves into a 
smug, sweet sleep. The lessons they 
point to are invariably dark, welling UP 
out of a seemingly bottomlev pool of 
deep anger, frustration. guilt, jealousy, 
ambition. and lust; grim reminders of 

condition 6 in, particularly women’s 
half of it. 

And there’s definitely something in- 
hospitable, ungracious. about the 
ma&r in which the stories are told. 
Govler obviously prefers to keep her 
readers at arm’s length: she uses tba 
third-person voice for all but one of 
them, “Eternal Snow.” As a result, our 
involwnent with the unexamined lives 
her characters stumble or slip through is 
only half-felt. 

&tai”ly these often callous creatures 
(iust bare bones, most of them) are all 
alike: frantic for a toehold, something 
external, to keep them upright - be it 
an old friend. a qmn, a marriage, a 
minor, a memory, or some place on the 
map like the title story’s Brunswick 
Av&e. And all make the same mistake. 
They lose sight of who they are by fur- 
aring on those elenxnts of theb lives 
they think need straightening out. 

There are few rewards for the reada 
moved even momentarily to empathize 
or commiserate with any of Govier’s 
unregenerate characters.- Should we 
catch the merest alirn~~e of.liaht~tlicker- 
ing uncertainly. iown crash& the shade 
and we’re back out on the street again. 
If the words of Hannah, Ihe besotted 
funinist poet in “The Night-tender,” are 
any consolarion, “You must expect 
“Othll. then you will “ever be bitter.” 0 

Foreigners, by Barbara Sapergia, 
Coteau Books, 302 pages, S4.95 paper 
(ISBN 0 919926 35 5). 

By Sherie Posesorski 
IN YOIJT”. our lives are fairy tales, tilled 
with magical promise, and the b&f that 
somehow our lives will transcend the 
inexorable mortal pattern. In adult- 
hood, our lives b&ome folk tales. 
grounding us in Lhe inescapable coliee 
tive experiences of existence. 

The fairy-tale new world promise of 
Canada has drawn thousands of bnmi- 
grants. Sapergia in her first novel relates 
the story of a family of Romania” 
immierants livina in Coteau. Sask. in 
1912i914. The-promise of the new 
world is broken. as the family is slapped 
back to reality with theiifailure at farm- 
ing, the death of a son, and their 
ewangement from a community that 
condunns them for being foreign. 

Even ala the parents, Stefa” and 

:. ’ 
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Sofle Dontitwscu. have lost theit land, 
for their two teenage children, Nictt and 
Luba, Canada remains a magical realm 
of posslbllity. Nicu (soon to be angli- 
cized into Nick1 falls in love v&b their 
landlord’s daughter, Margaret 
Chisholm. and Luba with a Metis voath. 
Sap&a’; ~story follows their &scent 
into adult realities. 

In “The Death Of Ivan Ilych,” 
Tolstoy writes: “IVan Ilych’s life had 
been most simple and most oniinary. 
and therefore most terrible.” Sapergia’s 
story is the North American archetype, 
appearing in countlen Canadian and 
Amcric;m stories. In the manner of a 
folk tale, she d&i what ls most simple 
and ordinary about the Dcnninescus’ 
lives. 

and the ordinary is that they are uni&te 
and individual to each person who 
experiences them. However, by not 
giving us strong, individual characters, 
or a sense of their cultural cnmmanity or 
the community of Co&au, the novel 
becomes a n&name pmduct. The teni- 
ble dramas in their lives don’t touch us, 
for the Dominescus have the dimensions 
of woodcut folkart fgures. 0 

The Individual iieart. by William 
Callaghan. Jr., Quarry Press, 76 pages, 
56.95 paper (ISBN 0 919627 26 9). 

THE SMALL book is a selection of four 
short stories and 26 poems from the 
work of a young man who died of 
chronic asthma in 1974. It is introduced 
by a memoir that pictures Bill Callaghan 
a; a student pmni to statements such as 
“The outcome of any symbolic feeling is 
to shut off feelings.” The stories and 
poems are similarly intense, indefinite, 
and wlward. The best of them, “The 
Zoo,” details the awkward beginnings 
of love between a spinster and an ogre, a 
Miss Taylor and a Mr. Latch, a com- 

pathos and comedy. But the characters 
are undermined by descriptions that 
serve not them bat pretension: “She 
turned toward the river end watched as 
the turquoise crystal of the river’s sur- 
face shattered against the rapids, form- 
ing a small white wound.” This sdf- 
conscious grotesqueness also under- 
miner the poems: in “The Bat,” “The 
oircus of transvestite shadows on each/ 
Glint of the slender meat hooks”; in 
“The Caribou,” “They came/taking 
their tlmc/like patterns of bleeding/ 
staining like wounds/ in the lungs of a 
wheezingifast screwing squaw.” 
Callrghan’s was an immature talent. 

Shoes % Shit: Slerles for Pedestrians, 
edited by Geoff Hancock and Rlkki 
Ducornet, Aya Press. 164 pages. 816.00 
paper (ISBN 0 920544 35 5). 

By Gary Dreper 

FOR MY MONEY. Steven Kovacs’s wry 
fable “The Manure Inspector” and 
Aimee Gartt’s “Magic Shoes” are 
among the best of the pieces collected in 
this anthology. And bp Nichol’s “The 
Anus” is a delightful mix of slapstick, 
wii, and dark comedy. Bat these and a 
handful of others are the exceptions. 
Some of the rest are merely sensational. 
(Consider, for instance. this closing line: 
“Like hot popcorn, his bra&s exploded 
out into the dung.“) Some contain 

A surprising mttnb& are &ply dull. 
Why do 1 flttd so little to like here? 

Maybe there aren’t enough first-rate 
stories about shoes or shit to choose 
from. Maybe a mediocre story about 
shoes or shit is inevitably worse than a 
m&cre story about, say, love or 
death. Maybe my taste is faulty. 

Qunmore’s characters are a notch 
above the usual stock type, and he 
creates a convincing background 
thmagh’a laqlsh. if occasionally over- 
whelming use of aemta+ticel detail. If 
The Sound qf Fi%& was written \viIh 
one eye on the bat-seller lists, it is also a 
modest, well-wtitten story that holds the 
reader’s attention tight to its neatly 
orchestrated cond.uslon. 0 In some rvay5, the key to the mthol- 

ogy is the finel entry, the “Heel-Piice,” 
“Stories for Pedestrians: A Musing” by 
editor Geoff Hancock. It contains some 
genuine insights and some extren@y 
well-chosen borrowings from other 
writers. Bixt it’ lacks substance and 
coherence. and it wildly overrates the 
importance of the enterprise. It is badly 
overwritten, occasionally cloying, and 
often ungremmaticel. (“The alliteration 
of these simple see-saw rhythms 
ate.. .I’; “a serious examination of 
shoe advertisemeats show. . .“; “Liter- 
atare is.comprised of. . . .“) It is fareless 
(the noted biologist is Lewis Thomas, The Tenth Man, by Graham Greene, 
not Thomas Lewis) and is riddled with Lester % Orpen Dennys, 180 pages. 
what one hopes are typographical errors 814.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88619 084 3). 
C’deficati~n,” “humourous,” “exist- 
awe”). Before you buy, read the “Hed- By Fraser Sutherland 
Piece”: if yea like it, you’ll like the 3x18 I.5 the novel - novella, actuauy - 
book. Cl that Greene wrote for Metm-Goldwytt- 

Mayer in 1944 and forgot about for 40 
years. Disinterred from the MOM 

The Sottad of WyIII&p, by Spencer archives, it now appears in print with 
Dunmore, Heinemann (General). 280 two outlines for films that were “ever 
pages. 816:W cloth (ISBN 434 21669 0). made, Jim .Bmddon and the Ww 

By Douglas M+colm 
Crinrirwl end Nobody to Blame. Both 
are cleverly conceived but of only peti- 

awa SINCE the Wright brothers (even pheral itttewst compared with The Tenth 
before, if you couttt Jules Verne and Man, a theological thriller. 
H.G. Wells) ,thhe public has raveaousl~ 
devoured advent& statics set in the 

The Nazis hold a Patis lawyer, Jean- 
Louis Chavel. and 29 others in a prison 

&ntomus Todd of aviation. Arthur cell in occupied France. In retaliation 
Hailey capitalized on the craving for air- for a Resistance mid, the Nazis decide to 
borne excitement in Airporf, and it is execute one of every IO prisoners. The 
currently being sated by wriiers like men draw lots, and Chavel is a loser. put 
Craig Thomas, Brian Lecombcr, and before he goes to the fting-squad, he 
Snmcer Dunmore. Danmore’s new 
i&l is an etttettahtbtg cottcoction corn- 

bargains with an impoverished young 
man named Jantier: he will deed his 

bbting facts galore about flying with tan- country houre to Janvier in return for 
talizing ingredients of mystery, Janvier’s taking his place. Hati willed 

mmsnce., and the occult. 
Adam Beale, the first-person nar- 

rator, is a co-pilot for Anglo-World. a 
large British airline. On a New York- 
London frip Beale almost washes the 
1011 jet when he sights a mysterious red 
monoplane invisible to everyone dse. He 
traces it to hlae Nolan, an American 
fliy, who much to his amazement 
vantshed in a 1927 attempt to be the fmt 
worn?+ to fly the Atlantic. While the 
ghostly aviatrix clamours for his attm- 
tlon, Beale expetiences marital problems 
that. culminate in hi wife’s departure. 
His search for Mae leads him fumlly to 
upstate New York. where he falls for a 
winsome librarian and solves the 
mystwy of Mae’s disappearence. 
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his new property to his mother. Janvler 
is shot. The war ends and, starvin& calI- 
ing hbnself Charlot. Chavel returns to 
his home ia whii live two straagem, 
Janvler’s mother and sister. . . . 

What happens then is the burden of 
Greene’s beautifully patterned lronl~ 
ad paradoxes. The contrived plot does 
not dispel the parable’s moral force, nor 
does the occasional styli& peccadillo: 
II . . . his own strength was matched 
against the crippled boy’s wounding 
tongue which bore the bedsores of a long 
sickness.” such lapses no1tithstamiiog, 
the novella is a perfectly judged medita- 
tion on the qualities of time and 
memos): justice and mercy. 4 

Air Far:: The Eniwtnloem Entertain, 
by Allan Gould, CBC Batuprises. 160 
pages. illustrated, $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 
G279-l 157 5). 

!?lq V&rx %rw111RIr 
TH,S GU)SN book invites you into the 
homes, lives and -is nothing s&m&l? - 
the kitchens. of 41 entertainers associated 
at one time or another with the CBC. 
Like Dr. Betty Keanedy, Hon. LL.D. 
(York University, 1982). who’s got a big 
freezer and entertains a lot. Then there’s 
Clyde Gllmoar (“I’m a great can- 
opener”), who coafrms his d&ire to 
authenticate his reputation as the verbal 
Liberace of the North with a recipe for 
‘*Pear PI Pavamtti.” No slouch on 
plosives he, Gloar explains that “Pear 
Pie Pavarotti” “has pears in it” (thaok 
God for small mcrclcs). that “Pav,” oo 
doubt a pal of Clyde (pearlsh the 
thought that this is a case of conspicuous 
presumption), “emits pear-shaped 
notes. sod he himself is pear-shaped.” 

Unlike Gilmour - and Sandy 
Coshon, v:ho offers a recipe for “FIeld 
Mouse Casserole” - the majority of the 
contributors to Gould’s anthology of 
media gosdp, larded with such instrw 
tions as how to ldll a rabbit (doom it 
xvith a 10-0~. can of celery soup), 
resolutely refuse to be cute. Or even 
entertaining - and that’s the trouble 
cith there entertainers baring their 
larders. It’s one lhins to be unable to tell 
a culinary hawk from a handsaw; it’s 
another to be cursed with dullness when 
cevchlag for one’s sole in the deep- 
freue. Peraslng the list of wmrlbutors, 
one notes the omission of that most 
ontenabdng devil of the national net- 
xvork. Don Harton. who either refused 
to climb into a fowl mood or else wasn’t 
invited to the party. Gould’s menacb@y 
mindless collection of celebrity claptrap 
dcmonstratcs, that necmlepsy is not la- 
natc: it con be induced. 

The maa officially in charge of “Wine 
Tips” is Tony AspIer, who does his best 
to suit plonk to circumstance. and who 
pretends with a itralght face that the 
book’s troubles are only a bar away. 0 

cornered hats popular at the time of 
Napoleon. So far so good, but did you 
know lhat “They am alsoknown as ‘the 
navel of Venus “? Come, come now, 
isn’t this taking “alternatives” a Little 
too far? 0 

The Harmwsndlh Pasta Cookbook, 
edited by Pa&la Cross, Camden 
House, I51 pages, $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 
92QM6 31 5). 

By Vollrer Strunk 

7x1s coMpn*noN of pasta &ipes ik 
brooght to you courtesy Of the editors 
and ‘readers of ‘Tfmmuwmifh. which 
somewhat ambiiou& bills itself as 
“Canada’s Award Winnine MaaazIne of 
Country Living and AR&a&s.” Bd 
don’t be put off by “Alternatives”: you . 
won’t expire from tasting any of the 
recipes. 

. Children of Lnaaras: The Story of the 
Lwaretto .at Tracadie, by M.J. Losier 
and C. Pinet, FiddleheadXoose Lane 
Editlons. 176 w, $12.95 paper QSBN 
0 86492 043 I). 

The straightforward presentation 
moves fmm a pictorial essay on classic 
pastas to a “How-To” section, and 
thence to appetizers, soaps, salads, 
casseroles, stove-tops, and desserts. The 
“How-To” section is prefaced with the 
sensil~!ere.mark that “You haw lo know 
the rules before you break them,” bat 
promptly falls to tell you what the rules 
are. You’ll be glad to know that “many 
kinds of flour caa be used,” but will you 
thank the editor the neat time you 
wonder whether to buy pastry flour or 
all-purpose? The editor is as noa- 
committal on this as she is on other sob- 
j&s. Should one add a tablespoon of oil 
when cooking pasta? “Some cooks are 
convinced that oil helps retard 
foaming. . . .” It does indeed, as 
anyone who’s tried it will testify. though 
the editor seems to think it’s a matter of 
dlspute. 

The recipes themselves are quite good, 
aod some am exciting. If yqu’re happy 
with such abominations as “2 l/3 CUPS 
of flour.” you won’t mind that thae & 
no metric equivalents. It’s disappointing 
that only eight dishes am repr&.nted 
pictorially while much space is wasted 
with dull black-and-white photographs 
of such step-by-step procedures as 
potting an egg into the Caisinart and 
closing the lid. Editorial interference 

have been minimal; conse.ae& you’ll 
get a recipe like Cappelletlini .in Bmdo 
that insists on Jreh thyme, oregano, 
sage and parsley - and then tells you 
without blushing to use wlic powder. 
It’s enough to make one want to form a 
real ai! movement. 

The book also dabble in lore.’ My 
favomite is the aforementioned Cap- 
pellettinl recipe, whll reveals that 
cappellettini means little hats in Italiao, 
and that the dish is so named because the 
tilled pasta triangles resemble the three- 

TIJ MOST Canadians, lepmsy is a disease 
for tropical climes - for Africa and 
India - but beginning around the year 
1815 this affliction became a very real 
part of Canada’s history. In that war 
two women lo New Brunswick were 
discovered to have the disease, and from 
them it soread throw& a chain of family 
members and friends. Doctors knew sb 
little about it that they could do nothing 
to help the sufferers, so families simply 
hid their afflicted members until the 
disease progressed to its inevitable end. 
In time, the government interceded, and 
the lepers were incarcerated in the 
Lazaretto of Tmcadie. 

UoXfren oJlu.zuns tells the story of 
the sufferers and their benefactors, 
caught in a mesh of bureaucracy and 
hampered by the public’s fears and 
misunderstanding. But the authors have 
not written a depressing book. Instead 
they tell of doctors who devoted them- 
selves to the amelioration of the 
patients’ suffering even though they 
could not cure them, and of the gallant 
sisters who came to care for the’sick and 
dying. Much of the book’s success is due 
to the intefmiagllng of narrativ? and 
documentary evidence, and to the “tic- 
tionalized voice” of Marguerite Robi- 
chaud of Tracadie who lived with 
leprosy for nearly 60 years. The careful 
research and dispassionate language 
make this an excellent Canadian 
historical source. * 

The Real Pushers: A Critical Analysis 
of Ihe Canadian Drug Indaslry, by Joel 
Lexhin. New Star Books, 272 pages, 
$14.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919573 26 6) and 
$8.95 paper (ISBN 0 919573 27 4). 

By Claire Brcwnscoinbe 

IN HIS VERY informative book, Lexchin 
analyses the roles of drag companies. 
doctors, and the govemment in con- 
tributing to the bllh cost and misuse of 
prescrIption drugs in a so&y that 
pushes these products. 

Treating the stress and anxiety of 
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weryday life with .drugs such as tran- 
quillizers expands the market for 
pharmaceutical companies. but inhibits 
attempts to remedy social problems 
underlying thq malaise. Foreign domina- 
tion and lack of competition are two 
factors maintaining the high cost of 
prescription drugs for an extremely pro- 
fitable industry. Private industry directs 

0 its research funds toward the develop- 
ment of drugs against widespread ill- 
nesses rather than agtdnst rarer ones 
whose sufferers would provide a smaller 
market. Some of this money might be 
spent more beneficially in meas such as 
nutrltlon and preventive mediciw. A 
cosy relationship between doctors and 
the pbarnmceutical industry begins in 
medical school, where students are 
offered benefits such as smmner jobs in 
drug companies and iree lunches. Later 
busy doctors may rely too heavily on 
information from an industry that isn’t 
always completely candid about its pm- 
ducts. He&ant to spend money, and 
fearing the multinationals, governments 
are inept at controlling the industry. 

A tinttl chapter suggests reforms, in- 
cluding independent, non-profit 
research centres and a crown corpora- 
tion to manufacture the most. beneticial 
drugs. UftimrteIy. Lexchin believes we 
should replace capitalism with a system 
that engenders a new view of health and 
disease. different medical education and 
motives for producing drugs. 

Although some readers may find the 
abundant detail tedious, Lexchin has 
witten a provocative book, with much 
mtttcrial for further debate. Drug 
pushing is a costly business. The con- 
sutwr may pay not only with money but 
also with her health. 0 

In the Name of Progress: The Under- 
side of Foreign Aid. by Patricia. Adams 
and Lawrence Solomon, Energy Pmbe 
Research Foundation (Doubleday), 230 
pages. $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 919849 04 
0). 

ESPECIALLY FOR those unfamiliar with 
the dynamics of foreign aid - save for 
its media image of shipping goods to the 
starving - this book will not only 
enlighten, but disturb. 

Adams and Solomon identify a dismal 
inefficiency in foreign aid and blame il 
on certain flourishing myths: “tied aid 
ctm be both humanitarian and help 
[Canadian] business; environmental 
degradation is a sign of progress; the 
Third World, with its billions, is strain- 
ing the \vorld’s resources: [and] a f&v 
must suffer for the greater national 

good” -even when human rights viola- 
tions are concerned. 

Enshrined in this mythology ls a world 
of nameless donors who hide under 
umbrella multicorporations and intertia- 
tional and national agettcles. Criticism 
focuses on the datial of responsibility 
ortqe funds are given, the lack of feasi- 
bility evaluation, and the donors’ own 
commercial interests. No casz presented 
indicates that the intended recipients, 
such as the poor. participate in project 
decisions or evaluations, which are nor- 
mally made beneath a “shroud of 
secrecy.” Questioned also is the very 
premise that,foreIgn aid is bene.fIcIal. 

Examples centre on the failures of 
energy projects, particularly hydro- 
electrlc dams, where “in the last three 
decades, no capital projects have re- 
celved more funding, or caused more 
grief.” Consequences include uprooting 
tribal peoples in order to Rood their 
lends for dams, subsequent over- 
crowding, food shortages, environmen- 
tal destruction, violence, and the dams’ 
own eventual failure. 

With its emotional rhetoric, this 
book’s numerous recommendations of- 
fer more a Utopian vision governed by 
strict (and enforceable?) legislation than 
an immediately attainable goal. Mom 
over, myths aside, there does exist an 
opposing school of thought, which prag- 
matlcalIy advocates aid to oppressive 
regimes in hopes that some of it will 
eventually reach. the intended poor, as 
well as working within the context of 
multi- or bilateral aid. 

Clearly, when discussing an issue such 
as aid, something begun in the spirit of. 
charity, there are no clear-at good guys 
and bad guys. This book, however, is 
not a mere propogttnda tool for environ- 
mentalists or human rights activists. It 
raises valid questions and provides 
damning, well-researched evidence that 
undermines the glorysof a “25 I 
dollars-a-year business.” 0 

the book, as it turns wt. Next. the tide- 
page adds to.the subtitle the enormou 
reservation 190&1930. It’s not till page 
104 that a footnote announces another 
limitation: “Qu6b&ois gardens. . are 
unfortunately outside the scope of this 
work.” It doesn’t say why. Perhaps 
Quebec gardening stopped in 1899, or 
didn’t start till 1931. 

So this isn’t a history of Canadian 
gardening. However, the author has 
done a lot of work, and her very full 
bibliography will be invaluable to any 
writer who undertakes a real history of 
the subject. 

The most interesting parts of the book 
are its sidelights on social history. 
There’s a good account of the railway- 
station gardens started by the CPR to 
impress immigrants with the fertility of 
the country; about 1960 they began to 
be replaced by parking lots. And I like 
the chapter on the school garden, part of 
the reform movement around the turn of 
the century that aimed to improve socie- 
ty, not by changing political institutions . 
but by raising the moral character of the 
lower orders. The equation of hor- 
ticulture with virtue is persistent (John 
Gerard in his Herbal, 1597, said that 
“gardens . . admonish and stir up a 
man to that which is comely and 
honest”) though unsupported by Scrip 
ture - the first two gardeners recorded 
in Genesis are Adam and his son C&t. 

The -s of the notable plant- 
breeders are summarized. but there is lit- 
tle specific information about the 
varieties they bred. There is a similar 
lack of information about the varieties 
grown in the gardens mentioited. Par- 
ticularly with the present upsurge of in- 
terest in the older varieties of rose., for 
instance. this is the kind of thing the 
gardening reader wants to know. 0 

Rhetoric and Roses: A History of 
Canadian Gardening, 1908-1930, by 

‘Edwitma van Baeyer, Fitrhenry & 
Whites&, illustrated. 201 pages, 529.95 
cloth (ISBN 0 88902 983 0). 

By I.M. Owen 
THE JACKET’S encouraging: B beautiful 
full-wlour reproduction of a painting of 
a cottage and its garden, evidently 
dating from the early part of the mid- 
19th century. 

The ifirst letdown comes with the 
frontispiece, a black-and-white photo- 
graph fuzzily reproduced in grey and 
grey - like all the other photographs in 

Emma Albanf: Vlctorlan Diva, by 
Cheryl MacDonald, Dundurn Press, 236 
pages, 519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919670 75 
X) and 59.95 paper (ISBN 0 919670 74 
1). 

By Betty and Perry Keller 
UNEARTHING the story of Emma Albani 
was obviously a Iabour of love for 
Cheryl MacDonald, whose diligent 
research has added one more remarkable 
personality to the pantheon of Canadian 
theatrIcal and musical stars. Albani’s 

of &holic Quebec& the middlgof the 
19th century, when girls were epected 
either to marry or to enter the reliious 
life. But AIbani did neither because the 
good Sisters of the Sacred Heart Con- 
vent in Montreal, where she had been 
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wu to study, recognized her poleaial as 
tt ritagcr. and she went on to perform on 
the uagcr of the Met, Albert Hall; 
Covent Garden. La Scala, and the tines1 
opera halls of Europe. Her extensive 
tow made her tt ftwourite of opera 
lorcrr in Europe, the United Slates, 
Canada, hlesico. and Hawaii. Kaiser 
Wilhelm I bestovxd on her the lille of 
royal cottrt sbtgrr, the King of Hawaii 
gave her the Royal Order of liapiolani, 
and Queen Victoria showered her with 
expensive presetus. 

The author wiis fortunate in having 
access to the Albsni autobiography pub- 
lishcd in 191 I after the star’s retirtiment, 
but the real strength of this biography is 
in thu background df vivid chtuacters 
and events from the world of 19th- 
century opera nnd theatre. The pages are 
tilled with the backstage battles and 
goorsip lhat surrounded the diva, the 
friendships. romances, and intrigues, 
the successes and failures of operas and 
singers, the behind-the-scenes tragedies 
and disappointments. Regrettably, the 
only things this book lacks are a good 
strong edilorial hand and mm 
thoroogh proofreading; a good slory 
and good research deserve better treat- 
nwu. 0 

Tug oC War: The Cenadinn Victory 
Thrill Opened Antwerp. by W. Denis 
\Vhitaker and Shelagh Whitalter. Stod- 
dart, 4.51 pages, 824.95 cloth (LSBN 0 
7736 2024 ll). 

\‘:HEN BR~T,SH troops entered Antwerp 
on Supt. 4. 1944, many Allied leaders 
thought that the war would end by 
Christmas. Evidence for optimism was 
abundant. The German ermy was in 
disarrayed retreat and faced the 
possibility of entrapment in Holland. 
The docks al Antwerp would soon be 
overflowing with the supplies that would 
ensure final victory. But a lapse of 
aggressive concentration. as well as 
political expediency and bickering over 
rtrategy, halted the Allied chase at 
Atwerp. The battered German armies 
escaped. Hitler ordered their rearguard 
in Holland to tight to the death in 
dvfcttce of lhe Scheldt Esutary. the 
waterway leading to the port. 

Canadiatt soldiers bore the brunt of 
tro months of wet and miserable 
combat tw clear a determined enemy 
from the flooded polder lands. W. Denis 
Whitalter commanded the Royal Hamll- 
ton Light Infantry during Ballle of lhe 
Schcldt. His book-co-written with his 
v:ifc Shelagh - draws on his personal 
cspcriencer. scholarly research, and his 

interviews with over 150 participants. 
Allied and Ciertian, military and 
civilian. Guy Simonds. tbe most brilliant 
of Canada’s wartime generals, is the 
commanding presence in the book. Bul 
it is Whitsker’s passionate involvement 
in the story, whether expressed as 
affection for comrades, respuzt for the 
enemy, frank prejudice about certain 
commanders, disdain for btireaucratic 
officers, and contempt for some 
wartIme Canadian politicians, that raises 
Tug of War above ordinary mililary 
history. 0 

A. Vasl and Magnificenl Land: An 
Illustrated History of Northern Onlatio, 
edited by Matt Bray and Ernie Epp, 
Lakehead University Press (ISBN 0 
88663 001 0) and Laurentian University 
Press (ISBN 0 88667 002 0). 205 pager, 
$14.95 cloth. 

By Brad Adams 

TO SOUTHERNERS.. Northern Ontario 
conjures up images of bush pilots and 
prospectors, blackflies and acid rain; 
northerners feel forgotten by Queen’s 
Park and exploited by Bay Street. This 
book, sponsored by the Ministry of 
Northern Affairs as a contribution to 
Ontario’s bicentennial birthday party. 
aims to dispel these myths and kindle 
Laurentlen pride. In this pictorial and 
prose essay, boosteri$m is serious busi- 
ness. A number of historians and geog- 
raphers, some of them old pros, supply 
historical ~ovetvicws of the fur trade. 
transportation, pulp and paper. mining, 
agriculture. industry, and urbanization. 
These essays touch all the bases in a 
sma!l space: they sometimes dip to the 
level of textbook truism often found in 
quick, commissioned projects. Ironical- 
ly. while hymning the North as a 

mature. histoticelw rich. and diverse 
community, the authors show just how 
precarious is the tise and future of its 
economy - observations that do not 
always sit well with the intent of this 
celebration. Two tinal chapters on 

wrdly, q&r the ii&d resources at 

hand, despite a passing reference to ato- 
phibian Alex Baumann. 

Photographs and illustrations are 
grouped around these themes, and it is 
only in picture that lhe book cotnes to 
life. Indeed, photos deal with+tlerrtting- 
and ofteb controversial subjects -such 
es working conditions, labour unions, 
and the plight of native peoples - all 
but glossed over in the text. This lavish 
production is well worth its highly subsi- 
dized price of admlsslon. But il is a pity 
that lhe themes that form the backbone 
of the book are sa predictable and 
unimaginative. and that text and accmtt- 
paying pictutis do not conspire more 
succeasfttuy. 0 

When Rum \Vas King: The Pmhibl-. 
llott Em in New Brunswick, by B.J. 
Grant. Piddlehead/Goose Lane Edl- 
tions, 244 pages, 59.95 papw (ISBN 0 
86492 044 6). 

By Laurel Boone 
BgTWEEN 1920 and 1933, the entire 
United States was, nominally kt least. 
dry, whereas New Btunswick voted itself 
dry in 1920 and remained w) for only 
seven years. Until 1923. it we.3 not an_ 
offence in New Brunswick to posws 
liquor or to store it to sell outside the 
province, and it was newt illegal to have 
or to deal in denatured alcohol. For 
generations, too, people in notthwestem 
Maine and eastern New Bmns~ick had 
been vlsitlng, marrying, and smugglbtg 
back and forth across a border that even 
customs offidals conttived to ignore BP 
much as possible. These circumstances 
made the long, wild border a picnio 
ground for local liquor smuggIere, boot- 
leggers, end moonshiners. Gtant shows 
that Prohibition enabled a lot of people 
to make a lot of money doing what they 
had always done, and.he “arrata i” 
thrilling detail the escapades and 
stratagems of the mm-running trade.+ 
tnen. 

But this tale and its cotttexl ate ‘ittly 
part of When Rum Was King. Grant 
also includes an outline of drinking 
habits in lumber camps, histories of the 
~ariotts teetotaler factions, a blow-hy- 
blow political account of repeal, a 
chapter on the Depression, and cata- 
loguu of crime in xveral communities. 
Wherever he isn’t telling a story. his text 
languisha under its burden of quota- 
tions and examples. The notes and 
appendices will show the way to future 
scholars, but the system of nutnbctcd 
endnotes and asterisked footnotes surely 
carries a wonhy objective too far..Grant 
is a xbttillating story-writer and a 
tneticulous scholar who could integrate 
his talents and diil his research more 
thoroughly. 0 
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By Paul Roberts 
A cuttsc.tt~ OLANCE at two. decades of 
O&am’s poetry establishes two things 
with diamond clarity: Outram is a major 
poet at the height of his powers; his 
work has been shamefully neglected in 
this country. 

your miraculous mouth over mine/ and and humour. Another memory is tapped 
make me green to the throat”; some ask: and smiled at with a mention that “They 
“How long after a slaughter before you stopped the ballgame” for the broadeart 

Feeling the Worlds, by Dorothy can drink the wine of a land?” The poet fmm the moon. There is some question 
Livesay. Fiddlehead/Goose Lane Edi- is a man of passion. about which should have been inter- 
tions. 76 pages, $7.95 paper (ISBN 0 The political poems are oi two sorts rupted for what. 
86492 045 8). - the poignant, tipsetting pieces and the 

EJ~ Mmika Olah 
satirical ones. In “Questions about the every page, but enough the 
Starved People.” Priest shatters our reader on an upbeat. One tecbniqoe that 

WBLISHED FOR the poet’s 75th birthday, comfortable belief that the suffering contrlbutea to this fun is his use of long, 
rhir book is a collection of Livesay’s hordes are somehow difierent irom as, complicated words such BS “australo- 
thoughts on her life. She writes of rela- somehow adapted to torment. The pithecw afrlcanus.” Or he comments 
tionships and events she remembers that sathieal pieces are often written as fables that %arclnogenle ls a lovely word,/ 
have haunted or inspired her. She feels or parables. “The Escaped Cock,” a noun or adjective, the heart of poetry.” 
the worlds around her as a k=.tralWY. telling comment on the violence oi AU this is wrapped up +I a bright blue 
and almosr as if to say things tong left patriarchy, relates the adventures of the cover %th splashw of yctlow and green 
unsaid. male organ parading as a welfare worker - centred is a picture of a garbage cao 

The collection opens with a section and army general. “The Griuums” and a bum jauntily lounging in the sun. 
entitled “Family Tree: A Suite” and the describes a military man who has his . Another Easter Sunday? 0 
poem “Photograph.” Reminiscing, she “mouth and other eating apparati where 
wites of the importance her Gran gave we/ locate the rectum.” 
to truth. Down-hearted she writes: The love poems are of mixed quality. Selected Poems 1960-1980. by 

OII ,lI.v oran The strongest ones, pieces soch as “Pro- Richard Outram, Exile Editions, 106 
fi& would be simple posal” and “Chmxe.” are innocent and pages, $9.95 paper (ISBN 0 920428 85 1). 
/or m.v cbildrm and grandchildren gentle, and pay careful attention to the 
i_f lies - black or whbe - sounds of words. The weaker ones, such 
LFTIe ,,E on@ barriws as “The Clock Has Gone Mad” and 
One poem that stands out is “In- “Go, Gather Up the Love.” delis. 

heritors,” in which the poet speaks cliches and dull language. The “zoom- 
about bzing caught in memories - and ing past of cars” and theb’deep kiise.9 
their potential to possess. In the second could well be left out. 
r&on, “Voices of Women,” she sets Several of the pieces would benetit 
women in a would-be martyrdom of imm shortening - especially the John 
identity and cause. There is little hope Lenoon epitaph, “Dee 8 1980” and 
for them - they seem to have only “Adventures of My l&“h.” Overall, 
themselves. The epitome of this sense of though. the collection ls an exciting one. 
dejection is caught ln “The Rejected,” Priest’s nmneroos concerns.- amorous, 
xvith phrases like “The women we sexual, political. and religious - work 
women have reared/ now caught behind together to pmduoe a single fiery 
bars”; %ot knowing who they are”; volume. 0 
and “w put our own kind/ in a zoo.” 

What the first two sections.catch of 
the poet’s intense evocation, the lest two The New York Book of the Dead & 
stem 10 lack. They BTe less personal. Other Poems, by Dwight Gardlner, 

The last poem in the collection, Talonbooks, 48 pages, 36.95 paper 
“Epitaph,” ends: (ISBN 0 88922 222 3). 

I mu all war,, “OW 
howd 10 rhe bone 

By Sparling Mills 

by c~,,urics sh#%d EASTER SUNDAY is the dominant image in 
und sm,olh.d into slme. Gardhw’s book. In the aftermath of a 
If there is fault to be found with Live- New York mugging, the vlctlm wakes as 

say’s collection, it is in the continuous if resurrected. He gets “up off the street, 
pessimistic voice and the disappointing pick[sj up/glasses, spare change and/ 
lack of surprise. q knife” and wryly observes that he is 

partly to blame for what happmed since 
“you gotta be careful/on the street” or 

The Rhn Who Broke Oat of the Let- you end up “in a six foot box.” There 
ter X. by Robert Priest, Coach House seems to be no bittern=. Resilient with 
Press. $6.95 paper (ISBN 0 88910 275 9). hope, he has the cab driver deliver him 

By Gideon Forman 
fmm “the combat/zone. . . to another 
day.” Even when the poet is describing 

COTH THE PRIVATE and the political are the litter of bottles and mislits, he uses 
give” expression in Robert Priest’s new end-rhymes and/or repetitions that 
collection. We witness a poet struggling 
to describe the whole person. Priest the 

lighten the mood to almost cbild+s 
storybook quality. 

lover is “ever far from Priest the social This mood is even more apparent in 
critic. and it is the combination oi these his baseball poems. Mike Norris’s one- 
sensibilities that makes the book inspir- hitter takes on the power of myth, and 
ing. Some lises implore: “Bring down the direct quotations offer immediacy 

Tears, that hold the lkht 
Lik broken diamonds, 
MarKfor all rime 
The ground w+rwt?w~ lhw/all. 

With these almost prophetic lines 
(fmm Exsui~a~e, Jubilate, I%@ Outmm 
neatly defines the nature and iate of his 
wk. The poems, with the language 
they are Written in, possess a crystalline 
brilliance - perfect yet so fragile some 
can scarcely be read aloud - a brilliance 
that flares and dies behind the eye.. 

A closer reading summons up shades 
of Blake and Hopkins - not as in- 
fluences so much as compatriots: in this 
country all roads lead to God. All meta- 
phor, all device, the world itself, are a 
means of perceiving Him. The poem 
“Language” glows with a sense of 
possibilities and sudden proximity to the 
source. And behind the stanzas, a per- 
vading sense of pure intelliience, an in- 
violable superstructure in which the 
poems are suspended like constellations. 

He has been called a Christian poet, 
but what I see is aspiritual intensity that, 
far from needing, is needed by feliiion. 
This unbounded fission oi the spirit 
fashions into words the inarticulate 
speech of the heart. It is the voice of a 
deep joy. 

Of these poems, Outram says: “They 
were written for the love of God, of 
ma”, of a woman. of the world in its 
inexhaustible singular creaturehood.” 
They emerge fmm a place that has 
definition. Beyond the customary 

_ .: _z . .___._.. - _.__~._. =._~-._.~_1_.~- _ _- ~^_ 
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themes of sorrow, of loss, of insecurity, caose Allen, like the people she describes, policy analysis cannot address this 
of pain - and these are handled with wit pays homage to the land she works. It crucial side to the NEP. Those interested 
and intelligence - is a setw of wonder. isn’t always lovable, but it’s there, bigger must continue to rely on Edward A. 
As tbe ““Et insists, he is “. . . a cele than all of us and stroneer. 0 Cmmichael and James K. Stewart’s 
brmt o;he is nothing.” Part of his eel& 
bration i% the experience, present in 
almost ewry poem, of a mind at work 

L&csms f-m fhe Nalional Energy Pra- 
gram. (C.D. Howe Institute, May. 
1983). 

that conrrantly shapes the abstrxt. bat- 
tles entropy. searching for a more acute 
mcadnp. and for the light that illumines 
there words. One hopes that Outran, 
left ““t of Margaret Atwood’s Oxford 
anthology. will not be so disgracefully 
overlooked in the future. * 

Territories. by Elizabeth Allen, 
Coteau Books, 70 pages, $14.00 cloth 
tISBN 0 919926 37 1) and 56.00 paper 
IISBN 0 919926 36 3). 

WITH NOFZTH AUERICAN farmers in such 
a fix that even Hollywood is taking 
notice, it is timely to read a thoroughly 
intelligent book of poems by a farm 
woman. Allen is a New Zealander who 
11% found Saskatchewan soil fertile for 
mow than wheat, and her second collec- 
tion comes four years after the award- 
winning .4 Shored Up House. It is a 
hruvert of image and anecdote with the 
1:ind of llavour and freshness you get 
Cram new-dug potatoes or carrots pulled 
B little to” soon. These are poems not 
quite mature. not plumped, ripe, and 
formal. but all the better for that. They 
set deeply into the severity of farm exist- 
ence, and into the indifferent assault of 
a forbidding climate. But they are poems 
of fecundity, of candid sexiness and 
unvarnished life and death. They are 
short on rtbwactions, long”” verbs; full 
of pith and sinew, drained of conclusive 
tuguntentdtion. 

Twritwies doesn’t romanticize the 
landscape or the life that clings to it: it is 
dusty and hot, full of dry cold and vistas 
that have no pattern when you’re inside 
them. But like Lorna Russell’s hlack- 
and-vzhite illustrations. they’re a 
faithfully indigenous union of sharp, 
close detail and limitless horizon. They 
shw Sosl;atchewn existing only in 
cxtrcme close-ups and in extreme long 
$h”t. Its immensity swallows little pat- 
terns into one grand design of earth and 
huge sky. Angled against it small things 
lil:r human lives jump into heightened 
reality. 

Throughout Terriforier the vastness 
of the landscape broods; the poems are 
shards of humanity set against it. Their 
structure is brisk, chopped hard across 
the grain in short lines and quick strokes 
of thought. They are random and in- 
cidental, ran&g from personal lyrics to 
rcportrye touched with Irony. But to- 
gether they make a cohesive book be- 

The Politics of Energy: The Develop- 
ment and Impkmentatlon of the NEP, 
by Ct. Bruce Doern and Glen Toner, 
Methuen, 480 pages. 816.95 paper 
(ISBN 0 458 98920 7). 

Down and Toner’s work is an ex- 
cellent public policy case-study full of 
corroborative details illustrating 
managetnent problems. But as with all 
good classroom case studies. conclu- 
sions most be sought elsewhere. 0 

of the national en& program to date. 
Superseding the earlier account in Peter 
Foster’s The Sorcerer’s Apprenlices 
(Collins, 1982). the authors shed more 
light on the inputs of cabinet as well as 
the relations between levels of govero- 
ment and industry. In contrast toFoster. 
their approach, like Flaubert’s ideal for 
the novel. is pas de monsms, el pus de 
h&os. 

Consequently, the book’s style is 
academic, replete with complex 
diagrams of policy machinery. Doer” 
has made some of the points before, 
notably in his annual contributions to 
How OfIawrr Spends (Lorimer, 1982, 
1983). Glen Toner recently completed a 
Ph.D. dissertation for Carleton Univer- 
sity on the NEP. To judge from the 
notes, every source has been sifted and 
no data were left onconsulted (except, 
strangely in a study of politics, public 
opinion surveys). 

The authors aim at a systematic 
description of the link between politics 
and hydrocarbon energy policy since the 
Second World War and consider that the 
NEP (I) equalized the balance between 
government and private interests; (2) 
was not “radical” in relation to its ob- 
jectivu and effecls; and (3) ends with 
mixed results, neither as bad as its critics 
charge nor as good as its defenders 
claim. 

Unfortunately, the accottnt lacks an 
analytical balance sheet. The NEP 
announcement alone knocked 40 points 
off the share pr/ce of U.S.-owned oil 
giants with Canadian interests, raised 
grave questions about Canada’s relia- 
bility as a host to foreign investment, 
and triggered a massive overflow of 
scarce domestic capital to the United 
Stales. Over the course of the policy, the 
Canadianiration provisions of the NEP 
soaked up additional amounts of scarce 
capital without adding a drop to our oil 
supplies and transferred millions of 
public dollars to unproductive northern 
exploration. The NEP thus transferred 
or wiped out billions of dollars of wealth 
without compensatory public benefits, 
but the authors’ descriptive approach to 

Gentlemen-Birhoos and Faction 
Fighters: The L&s of Bishops 0 
Done& Lambert, &all&i and Olha Irish 
Ml%IonarI~s, edited by Cyril J. Bynte, 
Jespersotl Press, 376 pages, $16.95 paper 
(ISBN 0 920502 27 X). 

By Anne Reche 

WHW JAMES 0 Donel. the Irish Fran- 
ciscan who was to become the first 
Bishop of Newfoundland, arrived in 
1784, the Penal Laws against Catholics 
and the proscription of permanent 
settlement were both in full force. The 
wretched inhabitants lived in hiding 
“like animals,” having “scarcely any 
knowledge of the Deity, with the excep- 
tion of the children of the Irish who have 
retained some glimmer, inextinguishable 
up to. this point, of religion from the 
tradition of their ancestors.” This col- 
lection of the letters of 0 Done1 and his 
two successors illominates the aweromc- 
ly difficttlt early period, 1784-1829, of 
the formal establishment of the Catholic 
Church in Newfoundland. 

“This cold corner of the New World” 
was perhaps the least attractive posting 
in the Church. The climate was 
frightful, the political situation 
dangerous. The wild Irish flock, much 
given to violent faction-fighting, was un- 
congenial to its middle-class, European- 
educated shepherds. 0 Don& Lambert, 
and Scallan were accused by their soup 
cessors of subservience to the British 
rulers. Certainly they were fxvently 
loyal to the Crown. in part because of 
their hatred of the anti-religious, revolu- 
tionary French. 0 Done1 boasted that 
his peacekeeping efforts earned Gover- 
nor Sir Richard King’s encomium “that 
the Catholics were tbe best subjects his 
Majesty had.” 

They did their best in rough times, 
never compromising the Faith. 0 Done1 
was physically assaulted ‘and rounded 
by the Governor, Prince William Henry 
(afterwards William IV). All three 
bishops willingly exhausted their nerves 
and bmke their health in the service of 
the arduous Newfoundland mission. 0 
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Islands at the Edge: Preserving lhe 
Queen Charlotte Islands Wilderness. by 
the Islands Protection Society, Douglas 
& McIntyre and University of 
Washington Press, 160 pages, U9.95 
cloth (ISBN 0 88894 42.5 X). 

By John Goddard 
TO A LOGGER on the Queen Charlotte 
Islands off northwestern British Colum- 
bia, a single spibce tree can be worth 
S75.000. To nature lovers and 
naturalists; the same tree is worth. . . 
well, it’s hard to say. 

For I1 years a gmop of scientils, 
artists, tishermen. and photographers 
calling itself the Islands Protection 
Society has tried to have commercial 
logging ended in the southern half of the 
Charlottes, and have the area protected 
as a wilderness park. The ineffable 
merits of the cause have so far been lost 
on the B.C. cabinets, so society 
members are taking their case to the 
public with this smartly designed, 
lavishly illustrated, stunningly beautiful 
coffee-table book. 

Phrases like “natural heritage,” and 
#‘OUT planet earth” are overused in the 
book, but the contributing wrilers - 
many of them scientists - also present 
cogent arguments for protecting the 
islands from logging. Their main point is 
that the islands’ delicately balanced 
ecology rupporn animals, birds, plants, 
and insects unique lo the world - in- 
cluding oversized black bears. modified 
saw-whet owls. two species of sphagnum 
nwss, and a type of sea flea known as 
Pammoem crrrloltensis. The tientists 
have questions about the evolution of 
these species: the islands likely have the 
answers; and the loggers, at lesst for 
now, have the right-of-way. * 

Lost Islands: The Story of Islands 
That Ha& Vanished Fmm Nnulical 
Charts, by Henry Stommel. Universily 
of British Columbia Press, illustrated, 
186 pages, $37.50 cloth (ISBN 0 77488 
0210 3). 

By Andre’ #kConnachie 

ILSUIMANES. mmantics. hydrographers, 
cartographers. and sea-goers should find 
some rare treasures in thii historical 
account. Many humorous tales relate the 
state of discovery, navigation and catto- 
graphic sciences in the 19th and.2Oth 
centuries. Amid tales of seafaring 
characters and their innocent and not so 
innocent attempts to chart unknown 
islands, are modern explanations of the 
whereabouts of some 200 islands and 
enriched narratives about their 

i _-~ .-._,---^ -.... -.__ ._.~~~~ 

discoveries. However, the two A$mirali- 
ty chatts included as a separate fold-out 
are disappointing because they are 
reproduced on either side of a single I 
sheet, rather than on separate sheets. 

Chapter two deals with the origin of 
longitudinal navigation techniques. The 
shortage of sketches. however, leaves 
too much to the imagination. The vast 
distances are not conceptualized clearly, 
thereby giving the impression that very 
little has been diszovend. 

For the geology buff, one chapter 
deals with islands that rise and fall as a 
result of volcanic and seismic diiturb- 
awes. But tales of losl inhabitaots and 
discredited mariners bode ill for the 
would-be seeker. Even modern tech- 
niques, such BS satellite observation, are 
not above queslion. Interestingly, air-, 
lines and travel agencies ate singled out 
for the apparent availability of fares to 
non-existent places. For example, a 
ticket to Ganges Island, off Japan, 
would find you stepping lightly over 
unfettered swells. Cl 

Northern Reology Resource Manage- 
ment, edited by Rod Olson, Frank 
&ides, and Ross Hastings, University 
of Alberta Press, illustrated. 438 pages, 
$30.00 cloth (ISBN 0 88864 047 I). 

By Rose Klinkenberg 
IN THS tribute to .Don Gill - an oul- 
standing researcher on Canada’s North 
- the editors have pulled together a fine 
series of technical papen that provide a 
broad overview of the ecological corn- 
ponents of resource management in nor- 
thern climates. The papers discuss 
climate, soils, and snow cover, as well as 
vegetation and fauna of the Notth. The 
final papers focus on land-use patterns, 
energy conservation, and tourism. 

An introduction to ecological rela- 
tionships, and man’s role and impact in 
the North, would have benefited the 
text. As a drawback, though, this lack of 
an introduction is minor. The quality of 
the work presented in the papers, by 
such eminent researchers as Stan Rowe. 
more than clearly illustrates the fragile 
baa;yrd sensitive relationships of the 

Second Nalure: The Animal Rights 
Gmtmvetsy, by Alan Herscovici, CBC 
Enterprises, 254 pages, illustrated, 
~$12.95 paper (ISBN 0 88794 149 4). 

By Betty and Perry Keller 
THIS BOOK is a by-product of the CBG 
Radio Ideas series, “Men and Animals: 
Building a New Relationship with 
Nature,” which examined the “real 
costs” to the ecological balance of 
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man’s industrial and technological 
cxrnnsion. The book gives a short cc- 
count of the historical. foundations of 
the modem animal-rights movement, 
then plunges into the arguments for and 
against the “se of animals for medical 
research, the production of meal+ 
animals in factory farms. the anti- 
sealing campaign, and the ethics of 
trapping and hunting. 

thing urban @II be surprised cl the inter- 
dependance that exists. 

The unfortunate aspect is that this 
book will probably not be read by those 
who would benetit most. It is of par- 
ticular importance that those not 
involved in agriculture read it. As the 
author states “Agriculture is too impor- 
tant an issue to be left in the hands of the 
agrieulluraiists.” * 

The author is detinitely biased against 
animal-rights activists like Ch-eenpecce 
because of lhe danger that they will drive 
way the people who make their living 
by hunting and fishing, making way for 
the “dammers. the ditchers, and the 
developers” who will destroy the animal 
population far more quickly and effi- 

~cienrly than the hunters and trcppers 
ever could. Animal-rights groups, says 
Herscovici, want ma” lo withdraw 
entirely from his relationship with the 
natural world. But in spite of his lrcmen- 
dour scientific and technological 
advdnues. man ccnnol divorce himself 
from nature, because every breath he 
taker is dependent on the environment’s 
continuity. The challenge facing society 
today. he says, is lo find a balance be- 
lvwn real human needs and the overall 
wlfare of the biosphere. And although 
animal-rights groups may not agree with 
the author’s evaluation of their worth, 
they will be hard put lo quarrel with his 
recommendation. 0 

Will the Bounty End: The Unecrlsin 
Future of Canada’s Food Supply, by 
Garry Lawence Fairbairn, Western 
Producer Prairie Books, 160 pages, 
813.95 paper (ISBN 0 88833 142 8). 

By John Hatvie 
Frdkwttws *ccourn of Agriculture in 
Canada is both shocking and sobering in 
its implications for our future. The 
reader will quickly rcaiia that the stage 
is set for c disaster of monuments1 pro- 
portions unless we recognize that our 
agricultural resources arc not ineahaust- 
ibie, The combination of cn insidious 
urban sprawl. wind and water erosion, 
and general mismanagement practices, 
make for a deplorable situation. 

Under ‘our system it is easy to see a 
Canada where agriculture is not a viable 
industry; where the Prairies see c replay 
of the dustbowl days: where we become 
“et importers of food; and where our 
8lobs.l influence and reputation is 
reduced lo “ear nothing. There crc no 
villains in this book. All topics are 
addressed in a fair manner. Those 
parlour critics of everything chemtcai 
and modern will find no ammunition to 
viiify the agricukurci community. Con- 
versely, those farmers and agricnltura- 
lists who speck condcscendingiy of any- 

Not A” Rcs~ Chotfe: A Feminist Re- 
examines Abortion, by Kathleen 
McDonnell, Women’s Press, 160 pcgcs, 
$8.95 paper (ISBN 0 88961 089 4). 

By Libby Scheler. 
NEW SO OFTEN I read a book that I 
begin pressing on my friends. This 
thought-provoking book is one of those. 
McDonnell goes deeply into her subject 
and singles out philosophical, moral, 
and psychologiccl questions that are al 
the heart of the debate. 

The most interesting chapter, “Con- 
trolling Reproduction.” connects the 
abortion issue to the new reproductive 
technologies. She convincingly arguer 
that the strongest proponents of various 
artiticiai bhthing techniques (aimed at 
getting the baby out of that messy, 
mistake-prone womb) exe men fed by 
their distaste for women’s bodies and 
biology. They went to take the great 
power of birth away from women, she 
rays. and put it safely within the realm 
of male-dominated medicine and tcch- 
nology. 

movement to task for not dialing with 

On the political side, McDonnell 

the latter arouo’s concerns. 

points out that the right-to-life movc- 
men1 is by no menns homogeneous. 
Mostly it is right-wing, socially conscr- 
vative, and male-supremacist, but it also 
contains a significant progressive vdng 
that connects its anti-abortion stance lo 
c general concern that current society is 
disccrdlng the weak and powerless: the 
elderly, handicapped, retarded, and 
unborn. McDonnell takes the ore-choice 

After all this, McDonnell comes out 
strongly - and convincingly - for 
women’s right to choose abortion end to 
control the circumstances under which it 
takes place. It is a sign, perhaps, of a 
more confident feminism, when diffcr- 
ences within the women’s movement are 
aired as they arc in this inlciligcnt, pro- 
vocative book. 0 

Step-families: Making Them Work, 
by Erna Pads, Avon, 228 pages, 83.75 
paper (ISBN 0 380 89670 2). 

By Elizabeth Lai 

DURING THHE 1570s the divorce rate in 
Canada increased by 100 per cent, in 
Britain 155 per cent, and in the United 
Slates by 33 per cent. The mqfority of 
the divorcees will rcnmrry, “but almost 
half of these remarriages will fail.” The 
title of Paris’s book is snggeXivc. Can 
steR-families work? The book focuses 
on questions such as: What illusions sur- 
round renmrriages? What should be 
expected? What probluns are typical? 
How do children react? And how can 
remarriage be successfnl? 

Many useful ideas crc presented, but 
clearly emphasiaed is the importance of 
patience, flexibility. and the accept&c 

, 

of a new family unit. This new arrcngo 
ment has new rules and new parents who 
cannot substitute for previous ones. The 

, 

new couple should therefore preparr for 
the situation by discussing the arrange 
men1 with their children and a 
WU”SdlOr. 

Paris’s style is readable and lively. and 
her advice is bared on authoritative 
research. Her work is fascinating, infor-’ 
mativc, practical, and most hopeful to 
the many who face this problem. Q 

By Oord Graham 

The Graphic PC DOS Book, by 
Richard Mara”, Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 26 pages, $12.95 paper (ISBN 
0 03 928876 5). 

Two quibbles: In the last chapter the ~Hls BOOK is a double breakthrough: a 
author touches on questions of sclf- remarkable innovation in computer- 
healing, creative visualization, and other book publishing that was created in 
kinds of “magic,” and departs from her Canada, where most hi-tech books cre 
commonscnsical, intellectuai lone. The 
subject needs c lot more space and 

imported. The unique visual approach 
of its packager, Richard Mcran. works 

serious mploration, or it should be left superbly lo simplify the otherwise in- 
alone. Second. one part of the book timidating process of learning PC DOS,. 
talks about the feelings toward abortion 
of women who are mothers, 8s con- 

the operating system for the IBM Per- 

trasted to those who arc not. Rather 
sons1 Computer and compatible 

than dealing with separate groups, it 
machines. PC DOS (along with its 

would have bee” enlightening lo find out 
generic version, MS DOS) is perhaps the 
mosf popular operating system bn the 

if the feelings of the sane women planet, cutainly the o”e that most “a” 
changed before and after motherhood. business softk.re is written for. 

_ 
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An operaing syrlem is like e “master 
comml program” inside a’ computer 
rho! co-ordinaes all its different parts: 
keyboard. screen, disk drives, andso on. 
Learning to use an operating system is 
rmdirion~lly a painful process, but not 
so wirh hlaran’s book. Each page 
features Lrips illustrations and masterful 
UIC of colour lines and shadow bars that 
pcmly. but inexorably. guide the eye 
Ihrough a panicular sequence of opera- 
tions. Each PC DOS commend is linked 
to a witty. nrrcsdng image. For instance, 
“uhkdsk,” a command used to check e 
dblxttc’s surface. is represented by a 
person pcoring closely et a diskette 
through a magnifying glass. These 
images v:ork throughout the book to 
communicate in an instant, forceful way 
rhor mere test cannot mawh. 

Don’t let its slim size fool vou - in 26 
pages. the Graphic PC bOS Book 
pwcnts the dirrillcd essence of volumes 
many timer hs size. This is the best intm- 
duelion to PC DOS now on the book- 
shelves, accessible to anyone, and 
guuprentccd to tom an intimidsring pro- 
ce%s into a delight. Those who buy e PC 
DOS machine and this book should save 
themxlrcs weeks of frusuatlon. * 

Ey Jack Eatten 

Fun80 Elues. by Philippe van Rjndt 
and Patrick Blednick. Seal Books, 220 
pa:% $3.95 paper (ISBN 0 770.4 24247 8). 

The Wrong Sluff, by Bill.Lce wilh 
Dick Lally. Penguin, 242 pages, $4.95 
paper (ISBN 0 l.lOO7941 6). 

BHEX ITCO~,ES to books about baseball, 
the silualion has got out of hand. There 
are too many of them, and whet wes 
once a ddy lhlle shelf of literate and 
lively volumes on the subject hes turned 
into o library gluucd wiih hastily written 
hirmries and exploitative autobiog- 
mphicr that tell you more than you wish 
to I:nov: about the &mid old pastime. 
Roger Angell’s elegant commentaries on. 
a season’s play and the two books of 
insidcr chronicliw by Jim Bmsnan, the 
pitch-her and author from the St. Louis 
Cerdinals and Cincinnati Reds of the 
early 1960% remain models of their kind. 
But their kind is hard to come by these 
days. 

The downward cmvc in these books 
probably touched bouom in the early 
198Us. Consider. for example, Billy 

Mar&s autobiography, a whiney 
accoont’that managed to put the blame 
for his many griefs on everyone from 
George Steinbrenner to a marshmallow 
salesman from Minnesota. Or reeall 
another autobtigaphy, Joe Pephone’s. 
a book so nesly end low-life that it 
might have been the tale of e Mafia sub- 
lieutenant. Did these books and dozens 
like them say anything fresh or enlllht- 
ening about beseball? Uh oh. And 
things haven’t improved much lately, 
not when such trashy tomes es the 
collections of reminiscences by Ron 
Luciano, the loud-mouth ex-umpire, 
have made their way on to the bcaselkr 
lists. 

With Fungo Bluer and The lvrong 
Sfyll. there is little hint of an upswing in 
baseball writing. The former is. accord- 
ing lo ils cover billing, “an uncontrolled 
look et the Toronlo Blue jays.” and the 
laller is the story of the swange life and 
timep of Bill Lee, the outspoken fellow 
who pitched nol-bad bell fpr lhe Boston 
Red So.% and Montreal Expos from 1969 
to 1982. Each book has a certain appeal 
- the Lee autobiography is clearly lh’c 
winner of the two - but neither exaclly 
represents e challenge to the works of 
Angel1 and Bmsnan. 

Fungo Blues takes the lazy mae. It 
was put together this way: line up inter- 
views with a couple of dozen players, 
managers. and execulivcs in the Blue Jay 
organizelion. Tape the interviqws. 
Transcribe the tapes. Throw in a few 
Blue Jay stats. Spice Ihings up with e 
few snarky remarks abow the inter- 
vlewecs and add data on the drinks 
consumed by the authors during the 
interviews. Prato. a baseball book. 

It’s built for skip-rrading, and most 
of the pleasures come from the .odd 
nugget of mildly intriguing information 
that pops up along the way. For 
instance: when the Yankees come to 
Exhibition Stadium, one Bloc Jay execu- 
live says. the games “bring out the 
mttenncss in people.” We learn that 
George Bell is the least cooperative 
player rvhh the media. that John 
Robertson and Jim Hunt of the Toronto 
Sun arc the jerks of the press box and 
that Tony Kubek is e champion at 
rumour-mongering. Not much maybe, 
but il’s all that a couple of authors in e 
hurry could dish up. 

The Wrong S&/f is e more thorough 
book. It traces Lee’s life from ‘his 
slightly unorthodox childhood in 
Califoinia to his definitely off-beat 
career in the big leagues where manage 
ment regarded him as the lest word in 
rebels. In fact, Lee comes across as a 
generowspiritcd man who got in 
trouble only when he chose to stick up 
for his friends. When Bernie Garbo, his 
buddy, wes traded away from the Red 

Sax, Lee pointed out to the front office 
‘Lhe error-of its ways. The same thing 
happened al Momreal when the Expos 
unloaded Rodney Scott. Both outbursts 
ccst Lee his own job. You have to 
admire e man like that. 

And you have to like some aspects of 
his book. The relentless flow of material 
on drinking, drugs, and groupies in the 
majors grows mildly tedious. But the 
flow of inside stuff - Don Zimmer and 
Jim Fanning, as you may have 
suspecled. were both lousy msnagcn - 
keeps things reasonably interesting. The 
book docsn’l represent en cspccially 
imporlanl addition to baseball 
literature, but it’s at least honest and 
sensitive to a nuinber of issues in the 
sport, which is more then you can say 
about most recent books in the field. 0 

By Neil Bissoondafh 

The Canedinns, by Andrew H. 
Malcolm, Fitzhenry & Whituide, illos- 
trated, 385 pages, SZ4.95 cloth (ISBN 
0 88902 984 9). 

SEVERAL YEARS ago. seeking infonna- 
lion on how to get published, I - 
across two bits of advice in two different 
magazines. The first, Canadian, began 
by putting me in my plea!: I wes 
unknown, it said, a nobody, reputation- 
less, seeking a spot in e tight industry; 
why set myself up for inevitable disap- 
pointment? Slarl small. go to the liule 
megazlnes. to the one-desk publishers. It 
urged a cerlain timidity. The other. 
Americen, while @so putting me in my 
place, offered a startling viewpoint: 
being e nobody. it said, 1 had nothing to 
lose by going straight to the top end 
working my way down. It encouraged a 
ccateln brashness. 

It was, it seemed to me, a question of 
spbil, and the Pelf-confidence that feeds 
enthusiasm. This seme spirit (American, 
dare I say?) Ms The Canadiam, former 
New York Tima Toronto bureau chief 
Andrew H. Malcolm’s paean to this 
country. 

Malcolm spent four years here. based 
in Toronto, but apparently mom often 
traversing the land @ any means. avail- 
able: cer, plane, dogsled, cenoe. He 
approached Canada the way young 
Canadians approach Europe, with wide- 
eyed enthusiesm and, at times, almost 
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breathless encitement. And, for this 
%ew” Canadian at any rate, his book 
~otttes a$ a refreshing burst of adrenalin. 
an antidote to the disheartening expk 
tience of frequently having to defend 
one’s adopted country against the 
nutnerotts, often ill-informed criticism 
of those native to it. Why, the newcomer 
often wonders, won’t Canadians, living 
in a land rich with possibility and with 
comparatively few serious problems, 
admit to themselves that, despite their 
propensity for petty squabbling, theirs is 
a country of near-Utopian fantasy? 

This. in a way, is the central question 
hlalcolm faces in his book. Offering 
several explanations (historical. 
geographical). he builds a powerful case 
in pnire of this country that we. mllec- 
lively as Canadians, refuse to admire. 
Tlte Camdims is, in fact, a major 
attack, informed by enthusiasm and 
compassion, on the Canadian inferiority 
complex. Ever mindful of the flaws, it 
nrverthrless presents the Canadian as 
hero. It will, for this reason, probably 
embarrass a good many Canadians. 

An astute observer, interested in 
erything from landscape to language, 
mt people to piua, Malcolm offers 
e chapter headings deceptive in their 

does he convey a sense of the astounding 
size and physical beauty of the country: 

One summer midnight I stood alone on 
the Eagle Plains md watched in the east 
an immenre thunderstorm. full of roll- 
ing blue-gtay clouds silently hurling 
Y-shaped bolts of yellow lightning at 
same distant nameless peak. Then I 
turned to the west to see simultanwusly 
a spectacular sunset bursting with 
moving fingers of clouds and past& 
that changed tones every second. 

“The People” offers accounts of his 
&cwtters with Canadians, scmte ordi- 
nary, some less so. Nicely drawn 
sketches, they make interesting if light 
reading. A section of Bi chapter, 
however, stands out as a major weak- 
ness in the boolt: Malcolm’s treatment 
of culture. Long on enumerative enthu- 
siasm and short on analysis, it falls at 
one point into the kind of brealhlw 
self-indulgence one so often runs into at 
patties. the Did-you-know-that-Lorne- 
Ore%&-Canadian type.. Is there really 
any point. one wonders, to knowing that 
NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle is 
married to a Canadian? It becomes, at 
this point, practically an exercise in 
unintended sat&. 

His journalistic pdwers of analysis are 
,nalit y. “Grography,~’ for example, rexrved for the longest chapter. “The 
ight have been mote aptly titled Econo_~yI’[ Vigorously written, it is . _ 

plays and of massive Canadian invest- 
ment in the U.S.. that Malcolm tries his 
hardest to pi& just how exciting we 
really are. Although he goes on a bit - I 
found myself skimming certain pages - 
he makes his point well. Flaws and 
wesknsses do not escape hint, but he 
puts them in the context of a ttaw and 
growing Canadian business confidence, 
of “swashbuckling investors” (I) from 
Tomnto new to the international fray. 
Naturally, the Canada-KS. relationship 
receives his full attention, both here and 
in “The United States and Canada.” 
His ardent !vish - as an American of 
Canadian family background - is for 
the two countries to work mote closaly 
together while respectiog each other’s 
differences. a goal he sees as achieve 
able, wan inevitab!e, not only because 
of geography but also becaw of the 
similarity of language and culture. 

Yet, as a man of split sensibilities, he 
undei$ttnds the Canadian caution. In 
“My Canada,” a nostalgic turn through 
memories of summar visits IO his grand- 
parents in Ontario, he writes of himself 
as having “a spe&l perspective on both 
lands, a part of each hut not all of one.” 
There is much truth in this statemettt, a 
truth reflected in the warmth and critical 
understanding he brings to Canada. 

There is, in&ably, much in this hook 
that one could quibble about. hut in the 

The only.compr&ensive book 
with information on ev&y 
Canadian college and 
university. Sold everywhere. 
If sold out, contact us! 

.andscape as Drama,” so energerically here. in his tales of corporate power- 
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end. thmugh his vigorous, accessible 
wlting, hldcolm performs a valuable 
service. He offers us a positive vision of 
ourselves. He confirms that we are as 
8,eogrttphically massive as we vaguely 
suspect vie are; as ethnically diverse as 
we knov: we are; more culturally vibrant 
than we care that we are; more econom- 
ically aggressive than we recognize we 
are; and. most important of all, that we 
arc. as a country and as a people, more 
exiting and vital than we like to believe 
\:‘e are. 

The Canadians is, one suspects, a 
hook that could not have been written 
by a Canadian; or, had it been, would 
have been largely ignored. The excite- 
mc”t of Cmmda is already known to 
most recent immigrants and to sympa- 
rhetic outsiders; it remains veiled mostly 
to those born and raised here. It might 
be a good idea to distribute this book to 
schools for. in turning to this 
American’s vision of Canada, future 
gencmtions might begin to get a fuller 
sense of themselves and of their comUry. 
And, considering Malcolm’s back- 
ground, the irony of this is less jevere 
than it might first seem. 0 

By Lenore Keeshig-Toblas 

A Poison Stronger Than Love: The 
D:~truction of cm Ojlbwn Community, 
by Anastasia M. Shkilnyk, Yale Uni- 
versity Press, ilhtstraled, 275 pages, 
$30.00 cloth (ISBN 0 300 2997 7) and 
$9.95 paper (ISBN 0 300 03325 7). 

COIIPASS~ON. SORROW. anger, and futil- 
ity - there are the emotions aroused in 
reading this detailed and well-docu- 
mented analysis of the ccmditiqns that 
have brought the Northern Ontario 
reserve of Grassy Nstmws to the brink 
of destruction. Yet it is with a sense of 
relief that one can now learn the whole 
story without the confusion of sense- 
tional headlines and the indifference and 
evasive responses of the federal and 
provincial 8cwer”ments. 

Most important, the mercury wnlam- 
ination of the English-Wabigoon r&t 
system is put into perspective: Shkilnyk 
points out that the mercmy spill was not 
a primary factor in the human break- 
down at Grassy Narrows. It was respon- 
sible for catapulting Grassy Narrows 
into national attention, but by then the 

disintegration had already begun. 
Shkilnyk carefully picks up the bar- 

rowing facts, supported with charts and 
graphs: “Record of Death at Grassy 
Narrows. 19751978”; “Attempted 
Suicide at Grassy Narrowvs, 1975-1978”; 
“Alcohol Use at Grassy Narrows by 
Sex, 1977-1978”; “Alcohol Use by Age 
and Sex, 1978”: “Record of the Ontario 
Provincial Police at Gmsiy Narrows”; 
and “School Dropout Rate at Grassy 
Narrows. 1977-3978.” 

The edge is honed finer with diary 
excerpts and narratives of the tumul- 
tuous “ears after the band’s r&cation. 
There b tension iti this part of the book, 
for the sorrow and hurt is not articulated 
by the people themselves. They appear 
as figures on charts, lines cm graphs, and 
phantoms that drift in and out oL the 
various narratives given by non-native 
observers and helpers. 

Thank goodness. the tale of self- 
mulilation and death is then left to rest 
and Shkilnyk goes on in search of under- 
lying causea. In the seven chapters of 
Part II lies the book’s heaa: Shkilnyk 
reconstructs the history of Grarsy 
Narrows before relocation, analyses the 
traditional Ojibwa family and com- 
munal order, and takes a strong, hard 
look at the cullures in conflllt. In an 
attempt to show the fmer weave, the 
“glue” that holds together the native 
way of life, she examines almost every 
aspect of Grassy Narrows (Ojibwa) 
society, from diet to philosophy, taboos, 
and the resulting changes brought about 
by relocation. 

four of the thirty-three women in this 
age group are employed. The greatest 
incidence of child abandonment, 
neglect, and child abuse is found among 
the families of women in their middle 
years.” 1 am reminded here of a 
Cheyenne pmwb: “NO people 80eS 
down until its women are weak and dll 
honoured or lying dead.” 

Pipally, Shkilnyk addresses “the 
Western way of thinking” and stresses 
the need to understand that not every- 
one perceives the material things of 
Western dvlllzation - technological 
advances and industrial production - as 
good, as n-ary for “the full, free. 
and nondiwhnlnatory participation of 
Indian people in Canadian society.” 
Nor should they be made to. Sadly, : 
native people have been saying this for 
centuries. Cl 

. 

As well, perhaps for the first tim& we 
find indications of forced relocation 
sqd a hidden agenda. Given the pact 
history of the Department of Indian 
Afftim and Northern Development and 
the Hudson’s Bay Company, coercion 
and secret dealings seem believable. 
However, Shkilnyk admits that a lack of 
evidence obscures the truth about the 
decision to relocate. In an exhaustive 
search of departmental files for the early 
1960s, no reference concerning reloca- 
tion was found. Why not? 

Following relocation and the develop 
ment of a band-level bureaucracy we see 
“the beghmlngs of the marking of who’s 
making it and who isn’t making it, the 
beginning of rich and poor.” We see a 
community totally dependent on govern- 
ment programs, a shift in communal 
ethics, and new health problems typical 
of more affluent societies. In short, in 
one generation the pm& of Grassy 
Narrows go fmm being active partid- 
pants to being passive consumers. 

Buried deep within the heart of tbis 
book are four pages devoted to the role 
of women: “More than three-quarters 
of the wmen between the aga of thirty 
and fifty are very heavy drinkers. Only 

Tribal 
injustice 
By i&T. Kelly 

Black Robe, by Brian Moore, 
McClelland & Stewart, 256 pages, 
$20.95 cloth (ISBN 0 1710 6449 7). 

nilg IS a sad, dispiriting, disquieting 
novel. In telling the story of Father 
Laforgue, a 17th~cenlmy Jesuit priest. 
and of his journey from Quebec to the 
Huron missions, Brian Moore has drawn 
heavily upon the Jesuil Relations. In 
fact many incidents in the book - In: 
dians earing lice to avenge themselves on 
the lice, Indians sharing waim mittens 
with a cold priest - come directly from 
the letters of Paul Le Jeune, who spent 
the winter of 1633-1834 with a group of 
Montagnais, people similar in culture to 
Moore’s Algonkians. But where Le 
Jeune was sensitive to native people (for 
all his bias) Moore’s characterizations 
make centr,al casting seem like guardians 
of anthropological verisimilitude. Ton10 
is a positive Oscar Wilde compared to 
the foul mouthed native boom in Black 
Rob.?. 

Moore has placed the four-letter 
words in the mouths of his “savages” 
for a purpose: to demonstrate cultural 
differences. It is true that Le Jeune was 
unn&ved by the loud, jocular, some- 
times lewd discourse of both men and 
women in thehlontagnais, but what im- 
pressed him. as it did so many people 
who first came in contact with the 
Indians, was their eloquence. “All the 
authority of their chief is in his tongue’s 
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end,” said Le Jeune, “for he is powerful 
so far as he is eloquenl.” There’s none 
of that in Black Robe. Here’s how we’re 
introduced to some natives. They are 
looking Y a clock, and like good primi- 
tives are astonished when, “Captain 
Clock” makes sounds. 

“You see, k’s jllrr as I fucking well told 
you. The Caplain is alive. The Captain 
~poI:c. I told 10”. He spoke.” 

The Savages smiled and exchanged 
glanccr of pleasure. An old woman 
lauphcd. “Shit,” she said. ‘Whal did 
hew?” 
Evidence like this of Moore’s ethno- 

centricity roars fro~every page. In one 
instance he writes from the point of view 
of Neehatin. a native ma”, who thinks 
his “people treated their wives as they 
did their dogs.” This is more like 
Samuel Heame looking at the Chip& 
vyans. who really did seem to be hard 
on their women, than it is an Algonkian 
husbcmd. Yes, some obwvers did see 
wmen as drudges, but the indepen- 
dence of women was considered a pmb- 
lcm to the Jesuits, who hectored the 
naive men about “allowing” their 
v:omen sexual and other freedoms. 

The Jesuit Reladons say wmen had 
**great power . . . in nearly every 
instilnce of having the choice of plans, 
or undertakings. of journeys, of winter- 
ing.” Moore’s reaction to the material 
he read seems to have bee” superficial, 
and he certainly doesn’t get into 
Neehoin’s mind. How unlike the Jesuits 
tzealotr that they were) he is, or Hear”% 
or even a” explorer like David Thomp 
son. full of prejudices of his own, who 
could write “the natives in their manners 
arc mild and decent, treat each other 
with kindness and respect.” Neehatin 
treats his wife the way Don Rickles 
insults the wife of a conventioneer in a 
Las Vegas nightclub. 

In his introduction Moore acknowl- 
edges that he has “taken a novelist’s 
licence in the question of Algonkian 
understanding of lroquoian speech.” 
Well. the languages are as different as 
Hungarian and French, but a reader 
would allow the licence if it had a point, 
if the two different languages.denmn- 
strata-i P different way of looking at the 
world. The trouble in Black Robe is that 
ihe Iroquois talk the same kind of rote 
as do the Alongkians. In the intmduc- 
tion Moore also mentions Prof. Bruce 
Trigger. though he doesn’t name 
Trigger’s seminal study of the Huron. a” 
lroquoia” people, The Children of 
Aaraemsic. One wonders if Moore read 
that cnrk. He seems totally ““aware Of 
rhe lroquoian convention of metaphor 
and rhetoric, something nearly all 
observers commented on. 

It would be easy for a knowledgeable 
reader to find other factual fault with 

Black Robe, but it woukln’t be fair to 
deny that the book does contain some- 
thing powerful, a ixtr~ent of real feeling. 
In spite of ending the novel’s first xc- 
lion like Thomas B. &stain at his worst 
(“Framed in a window was the face of 
Champlain”), Moore doe have a 
powerful story to tell. There is n6 sense 
of wonder in the book. and again 
Moore’s, view is welded M that of 
Larorgue, “travelling through land- 
scapes which,.hour after hour, day after 
day, never seem to change.” But Moore 
does have B sense of the primal horde. of 
discomforr. of bad weather. that con- 
veys itself effectively. 

Some of the strength in this narralive 
comes from the haunting material 
Moore deals with, and a record of a 
journey is always mmpelling, although 
Laforgue’s adventures in Humnia, when 
he Anally reaches it, seem truncated. 
Moore seems tired of his tale on the 
shores of Georgian Bay. and is over- 

‘anxious to get to the heart of the story. 
which is fear. On the way up to 
Georgian Bay, Laforgue is heartened 
when he sees a” eagle soar, a twist on the’ 
“my heart soars like a hawk” native 
cliche. No obvious symbols, for good or 
ill, happen in Huronia. Here the Jesuit 
begins to doubt, dealing with the prosaic 
task of burying a fellow priest, but the 
stench and doubt don’t slop him from 
acting the good colonizing Catholic. 
Moore understands ambivalence, but he 
is never ambivalent about his vision of 
fear. This fear of life has a” authenticity 
that can’t,be denied. ’ 

Any reader familiar &h Moore’s 
other novels will find much that is 
familiar here. What is repllgnant and 
evil gen.exally comes wrapped in a 
diminutive body. The “sorcerer” 
Mestigoit could be a walk-o” for the 
dwarfish Connor in Moore’s The 
Mongcm Inherilance. 

There is also a distrust of sexuality in 
Black lobe, even when Moore isn’t 
illustrating 17th~century ideas. Two of 
the most empathetic characters in the 
book are the Algonkim girl Annuka and 
her white lover Daniel. In spite of their 
attractiveness, Moore makes sure you 
know how women can often be sut-acted 
to what is evil and brutal, the dark god 
of sex. Annuka, it is made clear from the 
beginning, C&L be trusted. She makes 
love to, is attracted to, the violent 
coureur de bois. Mercier. This situation 
could be a rewriting of the situation in 
Moore’s novel An AnswrFmm Limbo, 
in which women are invariably mes- 
meriad by the pimp-like Vito. It doesn’t 
pay to love or trusl them. 

After reading Black Robe one has the 
sense of having come in contact with 
compelling, mythic material, but of ils 
being diminished. The book presents a 

clear vision of the world. bui one that 
only extends so far. The splendid culture 
of the Huron, even suffering disarray. . 
disintegration, ana disease, seems of no 
interest to Moore. The book gives a 
claustrophobia sense of a soul’s journey. 
but nothipg of the end of that journey. 
The wind and light and landscape of 
Georgian Bay are given short shrift; a 
huge f~untry is made small. 

The crisis of faith. perhaps the most 
powerful theme in the book, has a pat 
solution. Laforgue will baptize the dy- 
ing, in ,spite of his doubts. He will live 
with the “savages,” he will proselytize. 
Reading Le Jeune. or BrCbeufs instrue 
tions to Jesuits goihg to Humnia (which 
arr also drawn on in the book);one does 
have the feeling of having been ln the 
presence of somethhtg large, however 
fanatical the Jesdit point of view may 
have been. It’s the same feeling one ge.ls 
from reading literature. Block Robe 
leaves the reader with the feeling of hav- 
ing been in the presence of something 
tiny. The book is like a hymn to that 
childish word, “scared.” 0 

Women 
at w&-k 

By Susan Goldenberg 

The Bassett Reporl: Career Suree~s 
and Canadian Women, by Isabel 
Bassett, Collins, 300 pages, SZ4.95 cloth 
(ISBN 0 00 217394 8). 

Newsworthy: The Lives of Media 
\Vomen, by Susan Crean. Stoddart. 
illustrated, 352 pages, 523.95 cloth 
(ISBN 0 7737 OMll 1). 

with their lot in life; dut one thing about 
which they’cannot complain is lack of 
attention to their cause. Their views 
are aired these days in feminist 
magazines, newspaper columns, and a 
steady stream .of books. Of these two 
latest women’s issues books, Isabel. 
Bassett’s is the more substantial, 
although much of ils substance is 
derived from a poll she commissioned 
on women’s attitudes, rather than from 
her CAY” work. Susan Crean’s project is 
less ambitious, as she has contined 
herself to only one group of career 
wme” - Canadian plint and television 
journalists from the late I8009 to the 
present. Bassett may feel badly that she 
was excluded fium Crean’s list of 
achievers. Both books share the chip-on- 
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the-shoulder theme that women still are 
treated unequally and unfairly, with the 
two witers maintaining that fossilized 
attitudes abouf women’s role in life still 
prevail. Also, both Cnan and Basxtt 
have the same goak more women in 
senior management and the boardroom. 

Bassett detines the career woman BS 
c-aming. or aspiring to earn, at least 
525,000, a cutoff point that seems rather 
high. The book is heavy going, depend- 
ing largely on the results of a poll of 
v~omen’s attitudes toward how they are 
treated and behave at work, as well as 
pressures on their health and family life. 
The survey was conducted by Canada’s 
ubiquitous pollster, blartin Cioldfarb. 
who makes it dear in his foreword that 
he is not 8 chauvinist. (“Women are the 
super sex and the super stars; me” preen 
while women do it.“) Nevertheless. it is . 
interesting that despite women partici- 
pating today in many previously male- 
onl\, careers. them was apparently no 
cmi”e”t female pollster Bassett could 
employ. 

In an effort to enliven her book, she 
IS both interviewed career women and 
mtribuled her own personal observa- 
311s. For example, she attnnpted to 
mnpe her youry daughter’s goal to 
xome a nurse to lhat of joining the 
ink of female doctors by switching her 
r- q 
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GQOZ~Q L. Parker 
‘. . . a complex and fascktafing story, 
full of colourful personalities. It is 
also a” knportant story because it 
relates publishing to our cultural 
evohtion end reveals tbe 19th- 
century roots of many of the 
characteristics and problems of 
today’s industry. 
Elizabeth Hulce Quill & Q&e 

$?+I.95 

from a male to female physician. It 
remains to be seen whether the child 
chooses what her mother holds more 
highly. Other observations: Women are 
always saying “I’m sorry.” eve” when 
them is no reason to apologize, and eve” 
her editor (she doesn’t say whether it 
was a ma” or a woman) disagreed with 
her view that power interests women, 
refusing to use the word “power” in the 
title of her book. 

Bassett’s conclusions are contradie 
tory. On the one hand, she says the 
23-te34 age group, which comprises 
one-fourth of Canada’s adult popula- 
tion, are “far more liberal” in their atti- 
tudes about women that the rest of the 
population end “more likely to reject 
traditional male/female stereotypes.” 
Yet a page earlier, she writes that many 
men between the ages of 25 and SO have 
been found to “feel insecure about the 
future” because of the changes in 
women’s mle. 

professions. Intriguingly, many of these 
women got their big career break from a 
male colleague, often one whose views 
they regarded es distressingly clmuvin- 
istie. How much these women have 
assisted other women is not dealt with 
much. 

Now’that women am leading lights in 
the newsroom and on radio and TV. 
Crean is convinced they must next turn 
their sights on the executive suite and 
boards of directors. where they have so 
far made relatively few inroads. Still, 
women have ‘wmc a long way from the 
1940s when, Crean writes, the CBC 
refused to hire wome” on a pcrmanenl 
basis eve” though they worked full-time. 
That meant ihey “either qualified for 
sick leave paynxents “or for pensions. 
Nevertheless, lpvc of journaliim kept 
them going and, in a Rtting touch, many 
are senior CBC executives - especially 
at CBCRadio - tdday. 0 

Both Bassett and Crean interviewed 
Barbara Frum of CBC-TV’s The 
JournaL but Bassett has done a better 
iob of elicitillp Fmm’s views on eauslity 
in the workpI&., a subject Frum appai- 
ently chose to skirt in her talk with 
Crean. Crean, a freelance magazine and 
broadcast journalist, has protiled several 
dozen of Canada’s best-know” living 
English and French Canadian women 
journalists, including Betty Kennedy, 
June Callwood, and Doris Anderson. 
Also depicted are a handful of the 
pioneers and a few of the bright lights in 
the current generation. Forenmst among 
the trail-blazers is Cora Hind, a colour- 
ful turn-of-the-century agricultural 
leporter whose crop barvest predictions 
were eagerly awaited by farmers and 
government experts. Crean has co-dedi- 
cated the book to her. 

Perhaps because &an was deter- 
mined to profile as many women jour- 
naliits as possible, her sketches tend to 
be on the skimpy side, revealing little 
that has not already been wrilten. The 
women tend to fall into two camps - 
the “if you work hard, show initiative 
and have talent, you will get ahead” 

camp of “I got al&d despite th&e 
awful, lecherous, chauvinistic men.” 

It would have been enlightening for 
students considering a~journaliim career 
if Crean had included some perspective 
on the number of women irujournalism 
today as compared to the bad old days, 
as well as some analysis 0” opportunities 
at the wim services versus the newspaper 
chains, independently owned papers, 
and the networks. fvfomover. she fails to 
explain why the women she describes 
chose journaliim over another career. 
Certainly, the obstacles encountered in 
journalism are no worse than in other 

Romancing 
‘rile stone 
By Mirilyn Powell. 

Onyx John, by Trevor Ferguson, 
McClelland & Stewart, 355 pages, 
$19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 3126 2). 

WHO IS ONYX John? Well, me.“, he’s this 
crazy guy who gmwS up in the ’60s only 
to fmd hhnsclf adrift in the ’70s and 
’80s. His father is an alchemist - czu~ 
you dig it7 - and his mother has been a 
rodeo rider, barely up from barbaria”. 
His mother names her son after a gem (a 
family tradition); his father’s contri- 
bution - John - is inspired by the 
toilet (“I did not wish for you to grow 
up thinking too much of yoi~rwlf”). 
What does Onyx John want? Why has 
he given up diamond-smuggling in 
Amsterdam and_ doplpeddling in 
Montreal and detoured to a dead end in 
Cavendish, ‘Maine7 What can he 
possibly have to say to any of us7 

For 100 pages of thii picaresque (for 
want of a better word) novel, I couldn’t 
have cared less. It all smacked to me of 
U.S. writer Tom Robbim, pop and cool, 
surreal. SW and seafood on Penobscot 
Bay any which way round. BUt the”, 
“he” the past of our herp began to 
absorb more aqd more of the pm-sent. I 
got interested. 

It could be that there’s some of the 
writer’s past involved in his fiction. I 
must say it’s lunpt@ to think so when 
both man and his creation have a ckrgy- 
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man in the family. .4d hominem, I 
knov:, but only those who have suffered 
understand what getting up and going lo 
church perForce on Sundays, doing good 
and being seen lo do good, is really like. 
As his first teenage act of charity, Onyx 
John carries a paraplegic upstairs to her 
apartment and has an affair with her al 
her command. Daddy says: “you will 
carry these people and do as you are 
lold. and that is that.” 

I should esplain that Onyx John’s 
father is an alchemist who fronts as a 
parson; the pulpit supports his true 
habit, the search for the philosopher’s 
stone. Anyway, the point is that the rela- 
tionship between father and son carries 
emolion, conviction, some weight. Onyx 
John is caught up in his own latter-day 
version of the prodigal son, made up of 
equal parts of guilt and rebellion. 

So when the son goes back to 
Montreal to rescue his father from the 
clutches of a grasping Hungarian arch- 
criminal named Zoltan Tlnodi. who 
viants the philosopher’s stone for his 
ow nefarious ends, his filial piety is 
believable. It may even be love that 

spurs him to give up his comfortable 
hide-out in Mairie and his mistress, a 
galloping whore with the sobriquet 
Oreo. (Let your street smarts and your 
libido tell you why.) You see, his other 
attempts at love, particularly with 
women, from his mother on down. liter- 
ally down to his sisters, are not believ- 
able. He hops in and out of bed 
wherever he goes without much direc- 
tion, tenderness, or insight. 

If you ask me, 1 think I’d say he is on 
the proverbial quest for identity. A boy 
can’t be a man until he corn= to lenns 
with his father in himself. Until that 
happens, if it eyer happens, he is simply 
amorphous, floating like a jelly fish, 
without cenlre or identity. Or like a 
substance in the alchemist’s tire, raw. 
inchoate and volatile. The whole of the 
novel is a journal kept by Onyx John, in 
the attempt lo dismver himself some- 
how. He longs to be transformed, a bet- 
ter man through spiritual chemistry. 
“Out of lethargy, into duty. Drawn 
toward action.” 

This is Trevor Ferguson’s second 
novel. Hii first, High W’u’oler Chanw, 

As a literary device, psychoanalysis is 
too tidy: It fills gaps the author has failed 
to fill through characterization 

came 0.; eight years ago and was about 
love, death, revenge, and the copper 
resources on an imaginary island off the 
British Columbia coast. There’s no repe- 
tition here in theme and style; on the 
other hand, there is no distinct authorial 
presence either, nothing that marks this 
Off fmm an experiment of the imagina- 
lion. Too.much is mar de Jorce. clever, 
worked, settling sometimes for the 
obvious - the ingredients of a literary 
trip, not an internal journey. 

Perhaps the device of first-person 
narrative, everything filtering through 
the particular and partial sensibility of 
the central character, limits Ferguwn. 
Because Onyx John’s musings grow 
downright tedious. Perhaps you have lo 
be a boy who longs to be a man to appre 
ciate his bumptious rite de passage. 
Perhaps you have to be male at any age 
to enjoy his humour, his sexual fan- 
tasies, his moments of triumph and 
defeat. Perhaps, after all, the above has 
lo be return&l to the mind and heart of 
the writer - with the inessage: the mela- 
phor of alchemy is profound and power- 
ful: see what you can do with it again. 0 

The Class Moanlain, by S.L. Sparl- 
ing. Doubleday. 245 pages, $17.95 cloth 
w33N 0 385 23060 5). 

A FEEIIALE Y; disguised as the third- 
person singular, tells the story of Chloe, 
an angoished pianist who, from the van- 
tage point of a mental sanatorium, looks 
back on her life in order lo find the roots 
of her condition. Chloe resents the 
prwttce of others: in the first chapter 
she pushes a harmless patient off the 
piano bench, calling her an “offensive 
old cow,” because the patient has 
intruded upon her reality, her piano 
playing, her inner thoughts. 

Chloe’s present mental slate is por- 
trayed as the far end of a spiral plot that 
traces through a series of tlashbacks a 
life crowded with emotional incidents. 
First Chloe - at the age of 10 - 
discovers that she has been adopted; 
then, that her father ha0 hidden from 
her letters written by a “grandmother” 
and “uncle” in New York (Chloe lives in 
Montreal). In the hidden letters is cash; 
Chloe takes it and looks up her lost 

family in the bii city. She is dazzled by 
the extravagance of their life-style, by 
her grandmother’s concern with fashion 
and fine eating, her uncle’s outlandish 
manners. Then Chloe’s father ‘arrives 
and the party is over: he takes the child 
back lo Montreal and forbids her to con- 
tact the New York relatives. Chloe 
disobeys. 

After a painful adolescence, Chloe 
begins lo experience difficulties in 
building up relationships ivith men. Her 
love affairs grow, then crumble, and 
even after lhe birth of her son Chloe 
linds herself unable to form a couple. 
Like Snow White, Chloe the pianist lies 
in her glass coffin, a princess waiting lo 
be awakened. 

Olass coffin, tomb, pyramid, mound, 
mountain: the image serves not only to 

point al Chloe buried alive but also lo 
indicate that acce&$ lo her is impossible. 
No one can climb the glass slopa that 
protect her from lhe outside world, no 
one who cares for her can reach her - 
neither her son nor her husband nor any 
of the people she meets and abandons. 
Chloe has created her own transparent 
isolation. 

Psychoanalysis is the instrument thal 
shatters Chloe’s protection, revealing at 
the core of her life her direovered “un- 
de,” a whim&a& campy Noel Coward 
characttir. Revelation follows revelation 
- her uncle is gay; she loved no man ex- 
cepl him; the world came to an end when 
he died of cancer; and finally, the coup 
de-ds%We: her uncle was really her 
brother. 

Psychoanalysis is the dew LY machine 
in a great deal of contemporary fiction: 
it replaces the cqfidame scenes of 
drawing-room drama; it brings back the 
dreaded “meaning” in a story; it gives 
motives for the charactexs’ actions 
without having lo resort to development 
or growth. The right answers are given 
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to carefully laid-out questions. tilling the 
gaps Ihe author has not been able lo till 
through characterization. The scenes in- 
volving psychoanalysis are usually 
equivaknr Io the “library assembly” in 
detective fiction, when the suspects are 
rounded up and the investigator exposes 
the previously concealed (and olherwise 
unmemionable) mechanics of the plot. 

In ihe case of Tile Glass Mowudn 
psychoanalysis (as a device) is too ok- 
vious: it chums out secrets, cross- 
references, loose ends fhal are quickly 
tied op. IL even intrudes on the 
remembered aetions. For inslanee, when 
Chloe first m&s her grsndmo~her and is 
invited lo stay to’lunch, the third person 
ego responds: “Belonging. Being taken 

for granted. And a nickname. Was il 
possible to die fmm pleasure?” Even 
excusing the cliche of Ihe last sentence. 
these facis are told Lo the reader as if 
they were not obvious (and fhey are 
obvious) in the novel itsalf. Psycho- 
analysis in literalore proLests too much. 

Because so much is interpreted in 
these psychoanalysis scenes, (here is little 
left 10 find in Ihe rest of rhe novel. The 
emotions, changes. fears, anguish of 
Chloe are larger rhan her ficdonal life, 
mainly baause tbe reader is told about 
them rather than being allowed to 
discover ihem on his own. The reader’s 
feelings are guided imo a vision of Chloe 
that is uldmately banal. The psycho- 
analylical interpretation replaces the 

Beyond offering colourful illustrations 
and a stimulating text, books for toddlers must 
also withstand the rigours of teething 

Ey Mary Wlnslie Smith 

v 

DULTS LIKE m give books 10 

A 

children. Perhaps the donors feel 
rhar equipping even diaper-clad 

4 

babies with books helps fo goar- 
antee academic, occupational, 
and moral success in life. In fact. 
one of Iwo things usually happens 
when very small children receive 
such giifrs: their parents sat them 
aside until Ihe children are “old 
enough to appreciare them” (1 
was about 25 when I found a copy 

of rllice in IVonderland thal had been 
given to me on my third birthday); or the 
children consider the books 1o be part of 
their fey collection and treat them as 
such, often as teething aids. 

But occasionally, and happily, books 
can be found that even the youngest lad- 
dlers can enjoy in Ihe manner intended 
and share with the adults in their lives. 
Tundn Books has successfUr produeed 
rhe &r&e series, by Dayal Kaur Khalsa 
-books with no feat, but with represen- 
lational illustralions in bright colours on 
various themes familiar to small 
children, such as Chrlsmm.s, a birthday, 
a trip. 

Lorimer also has two series of books 
designed for children behveen the ages 
of one and four, both published orlg- 
inally in French by Ovale of Sillery, Que. 
Toor-Books is a sef of four small story- 
books by Sylvie Assathlany and Louise 
Pellerier. Ibstiff. laminated pages, $3.95 
each. They deal wifh different aspects of 
growing up: I Love My Babyslller, 
Don’t Cut My Hsir. LiUle Bear Can’t 

Sleep, and - universally topical - 
Peepee in Lhe Potty. With fewer than 
100 words of MI in each story, the 
themes are., of necessity, simply pm 
seated. The treatment is honest and free 
from condescension or cuteness. The 
witty illusrralions by Philippe &ha con- 
tribute a great deal to the appeal of these 
books. 

LlMe Bii Books, a second series of 
four books from Lorimer, have similar 
lvninaled pages that onen UP accordian- 
fashion into eight-p&d &es. The 
Train, by Mireille Leverl. strebzhes out 
horizontally so that we can see a cro.w 

seerion of ihe length of a train as ii 
travels through the couolryside. On Ihe 
right is Ihe locomotive, Lhe engineer 
leaning out the window to enjoy Ihe 
wind in his long hair. Thea comes a din- 
ing car, a passenger ear, and at Ihe end a 
baggage compartment carrying card- 
playing mice, a plump pig, two dogs, 
various suircases, and a snake that is Lry- 
ing to escape through a hatchway onto 

core of the story, the reason for Ihe 
story’s exisrence, that without which a 
novel is nolhing bur a collection of 
gossip. 

In the novels of D.H. Lawrence, the 
third person ~~rnrnents on the char- 
aclers’ actions and thoughts. interprets, 
sifts through, criticizes. but above all is 

10 tie story and levels of meaning. Not 
so in Spar&s The Glass Mounlain. 
The action is accompanied by an 
explanation that lends only a conven- 
lional credibiliry to the antics of Chloe’s 
psyche. But rhis is nothing bur a wmish: 
behind it, Ihe story is conkivsd and one- 
dimensional, and the eharacw’s plight 
lacks utgeney and pathos. q 

the mof of the train. There is a lot more 
to see and enjoy on these eight panels. 
One of the passengers is a magician, 
pulling rabbits om of a har and hiding 
them throughout the car; a bird is fIyipg 
a kite on lop of Ihe train; a lady in the 
dining car seems to be having difficulty 
swallowing her spaghetti. 

The orher three books are packed with 
similar derails. My Street, by 
Marie-Jo& C&t. also opens horiaon- 
tally to show Ihe length of a busy street. 
The TN!% by Philippe Beha, and My 
House, by Stephane Anastasiu, open 
vertically showing occupants and acriv- 
ides from treetop to roots and from 
attic Lo basement. On the reverse side of 
rhe piclure panels is a vocabulary list, 12 
words for each book illustrated by 
details from themain picture.. The books 
in Lhis series are $3.95 each. That’s more 
expensive than the old elofh books for 
babies, but the product is much more 
attractive and durable, and probably 
tastes belter too. 

A Horse Called Farmer is an ama& 
tive, gentle story for preschoolers and 
early readers by Peter Gumming 
(Ragweed Press, 40 pages, S5.9S paper). 
Farmer begins his life on Enlry Island, 
part of the Magdalen Islands group. 
When he is sold to a farm on the oppc- 
sile end of the islands, he finds his way 
back home again io the lradltion of T/I@ 
Incredible Journey or Lassie Come 
Home. Black-and-while illustrations by 
P. John Burden show Farmer’s lonely 
hip over the wind-swept islands and his 



close call in the ocean currents as he 
makes a desperate swim across the last 
channel to his home. 

Another animal story for pre-readers 
is Jill and Ihe Big Cat. by Etho Rothstein 
lBkiCk hloss, 4opages. $3.95 paper). this 
time KI on the West Coast. Jill, a 
beautiful black dog, leads a happy and 
unwentful life in her own backyard on 
Capilono Road until she encounters a 
cougar and unexpectedly becomes a 
hero. IlIustratIons by Maureen Paxton 
accompany this slight story. 

Something completely different is The 
Dlnaer Fmty, by scan o huigin. also 
illustrated, with gruesome r&h, by 
hIaurnn Pwton (Black Moss, 24 pages. 

$4.95 paper). Fans of o huigin will know 
what to expect, but for the uninitiated, 
here is an mcerd - and not the most 
graphic, by anymeans: 

the mecrl began 
with bbs OJ 
skin 
the rype youV 
find II 
rat wirhtn 
it wasn’r cooked 
oh heavens 
no 
ils rawness mode 
your whiskus 
B-w 

Perhaps it is unfortunate to juxtapose 
it with The DinnerParly, but Fun In the 

Kitchen, by Angela Clubb, illustrated by 
Paddy Benham (Irwin, I36 pages, 
$12.93 paper), is an e.xelIent cookbook 
for patents to share with their children. 
The redpes are for food that everyone in 
the family should like - snacks, cookies 
and bars, holiday treats. They empha- 
size wholesome ingredients and a relaxed 
approach to cooking and baking. Sug- 
gestions follow each recipe for how even 
very small children can help in the 
preparation. This is good for adults like 
myself who get so cranky when they 
cook that they forget how much little 
kids Like to break eggs. So what if a bit 
of shell drops in? That just makes the 
food crunchier. Cl 

‘Every writer should be a reader, but there was 
a time when I felt I couldn’t write until I had read 
everything. Too many writers feel that way’ 

P 

ORN IN Clatskanie, Oregon. in 

B 
1939 and raised in Yakima. 
\Vashington, Raymond Carver is 

l the author of three books of 
poetry and three colkctions of 

I 

short stories, the most recent of 
which is Czfhedml (ICnop9. His 
story “A Small Good Thing” won 
the 0. Henry Prize in 1983, and 
last year he received the Mildred 
and Harold Strauss Award. He 
and the poet Tess Gallagher, with 

whom he lives. now divide thell time 
beween Syracuse, New York, and Port 
Angeles, Washington. While a guest at 
Toronto’s Harbourfmnt International 

Festival of Authors he was.intewlewed 
by Helen Per&a: 

Books In Canada: You%? willen that 
although writers need (II) audi&x they 
reatlv wrlle for their own favourite 
writers - livhg or dead. Chekhov b II 
favourite ofyours. Who1 wouldyou like 
him to say about your work? 
Carver: I’d like him to say of me that 
“he is precise, he is honesl. he appre- 
ciates and has concern for ordinary peo- 
ple - people for whom life is hard, 
whose lives aren’t so great, but who do 
the best they can.” 
BlCt In Fires, you armnged yourpoems 
acmrdbzg to your ‘~obsessions”andyou 
IiEl “‘things ordinary and domestic” as 
obsessions.Thae we ce&infy in your 
stories - work. me& coffeemaking 
Carver: I suppose it’s because my own 
life was filled with the& things. The pea- 
pk in my background were concerned 

with simply working. taking care of their 
familii. It seemed hard at the time. But 
looking back, it doesn’t seem so bad. 
BIG: Areyour obsmsionsditfmnt when 
you’re in New Yorkfmm when you’re in 
Washington? 
Carvec.In New York we have a lot of 
friends. We go out; people come for din- 
ner. And Tess teaches, so there’s lots of 
traffic. Her students are around. In Port 
Angeles, we’re very isolated. We don’t 
even have a phone. I went there last year 
to work on a large piece of fiction. and 
ended up wiling poetry - 100 poems in 
63 days1 The West Coast is different, 

more conducive to writing. And I’ve 
become a passionate salmon fisherman. 
Fishing is an obsession. 
BlC: How much did ‘54 Small Good 
Thing” diffwfmm thejitst version. . . . 
Carver: “The Bath,” yes. When I wrote 
“The Bath” it worked. as a story: the 
abrupt, ambIIous ending. But later I 
felt uncomfortable. It kept nudging at 
me. I knew I had to do it again, that 
there was so much missing. Now I see 
them as two different sloriea, really. 
BIG: There’s much mom compassion in 
the la&r v&ion - for rhc char&em 
and the reader. 
Carvw: I hope so. You see, I’d had a 
long time between these versions to 
think, to look at myself. I saw life differ- 
ently. I beuune more accepting, I guess. 
And I knew I had to get at this story 

zm people often comment on the 
re&ious aspect of ‘A Small Good 
Thing”- thedeath of theson, thegrid 
and pain, rhen codoH and strength 
a/re the breaking 4f bread? 
Csmr: They do, yea. But I didn’t think 
of thii when I was writing. I just knew I 
had to add something to make it feel 
right. There .was already the baker and 
the bread. I he&ate to use words Like 
“symbolism.” But I suppose if symbols 
work in life they appear in stories. It jusl 
felt right, at the time. 
Blc: You said that writing anorhersto#y. 
“Cathedrals, =’ 1~s (I breakthrough for 
you. 
Carver: For about six months tier 
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publication of What We Talk. Abmr~ 
When We Talk About Love, which had 
a very large critical success Y well a3 a 
popular success, I didn’t write anything. 
I did a lot of thinking. Not about stories, 
just thinking. And when 1 iat down to 
wile again, the lirst story was 
“Cathedral.” I( came in B rush. The 
first draft was written in a day. Then I 
hurried to geef it inlo shape. Probably in 
rhe fourth or fifth draft of Lhe story I 
knew v:har 1 was doing and I liked it. In- 
deed, it was an opening up for me, 
because with all the other stories. I was 
paring them down. The Cathedral 
stories are all much longer and fuller, 
but they were written within 1S months. 
&it2 In “Cathedrel,” the blind men 
asks the norrotor to lef him ewerience 
the cud&ml by fee/ing hip hands os he 
drew the ouftim?s of one. It5 omdogous 
to rbe nwy you write - you don’t use 
much description. you leed yourrreedem 
#tong, kt &em fee/ fbei? nwy, aid hope 
their imagieafion completes the whole. 
Were you ewere of that? 
Conw: Some critics talked about that 
story in terms of a metaphor for Ihe 
making of art itself, but I musl say I 
didn’t feel fhal when I was working on 
il. I think maybe writers, composers, 
and painters are sailing with some kind 
of compass that gets them where they’re 

going in a way not always visible to them 
at Ihe lime. It is a little like driving at 
night on a dark, fog& road - Ihe head- 
lamps lighting the way. You dqn’t q&e 
know what’s beyond the reach of your 
headlamps, but you’re going to ger 
Iherc. Wiih that story the headlights illu- 
minated jusl enough of the mad so that I 
could see to the next curve. Gosh, here I 
am malting melaphorsl 
BiC: In your - “On Writing, “you 
wrote the1 you worry when people talk 
abou: “/ormal innovation” and 
“experimentation for its own sake. ” In 
Conada, some litemry quarterlies bow 
thematic iaueF - ‘magic reel&m,” 
‘posl-modemirm. ” What do you think 
thb does to beebmina writers who Xmf 
publish in the& perio&ls? _ 
Clrver: Well. if they’re publishing B 
story just to ‘tit tlk heme of the 
magazine, then maybe they’ll stay that 
way. In boxes, as ii were. But if they are 
any good al all, they’ll go tbcir own way. 
1 think il’s’perfectly tine for a young 
writer Lo try differem things with dif- 
ferent groups and take what can be used 
from the movement or leacher or whai- 
ever. I don? like “schools” and 
“themes” as such. But I think that 
publication is necessary for young 
wrilcrs. They need that encourageant. 
Literary magazines as well as big glossy 
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magazines Are rally important to young 
writers and older writers. Withoui those 
litlle magazines, the United States or 
Canada couldn’t support a literary 
population the size of Puerto Rico%. I 
would wager thar 98 per cent of the 
poetry in the United Stales and Canada 
is publiihal in lirtlc magazines and 
quarterlies. If some of them devote 
lhemselves to special themes abd issues, 
that’s O.K. It’s nor bad in i&If. Every 
writer by (he time he reaches my advanc- 
ed years. has some nolion of what he 
likes and whal is healthy and good for 
him. I.don’t think c&in movements or 
interests arc very fruilful. But gOOd 
writers will always find their own way. 
BiC Do you reed many Ceoadians? 
Carver: Clark Blaise, Margaret Atwood, 
Alice Munro - she’s marvcllous.’ And 
there’s John Metcalf, who is a distin- 
guished and intelligent critic and 
anthology editor. who also wiles fine 
short stories. And Leon Rooke. And 
Robin Skclton who used to edit a splen- 
did magazine, Tile M&hat Review. I 
admire Robertson Davies enormously. 
He strikes me as a force like the wcathcr. 
Canada can be justly proud of him. But 
I feel abysmally ignorant of Qnadian 
literature. Also about lileralwe in my’ 
own eounrry. I think every writer should 
be a reader, but there was a tlmc when I 
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felt I couldn’t write until 1 had reed 
everything. Too many writers feel the1 
ray. How can they begin to write until 
they’ve read all the greats? But the” I 
had to decide whether to be a reader or a 
writer. No one likes to read more than I 
do. There has to be a division of labour 
and love. Time for pleasure. 0 

BOOIS IN CANADA may be free, but it 
needn’t be cheap. Cheap it wiU be if you 
print nmre of the Likes of Mar& 
Kahan’s “field notes:’ (April) Does the 
world really need another literary gosstp 
column? 

Yes, Frye’s work is being debated, but 
it is a serious debate. ‘(Would you 
actually publish a serious debate?) 
Please help Kahan find out that name 
dropping, trendy - and, hence, stele - 
gossip, cutenews from the Old Country, 
and the repetition of BBC scripts are not 
sdequate.weys to deal with books in 
Canada. 

Perhaps she could expiate her con- 
fessed guilt by going back to her school 
notes and trying to find out what Frye 
was (is) talking about. Who kpows, she 
might eve” rise to the level of clevern.ess. 

Be” Jones 
otta\va 

A FOrJD FAREWELL 

TIMOTHY FINDLEY’S tribute to Marian 
Engel (April) is a sensitive, thoughtful, 
and rewarding piece of writing. It not 
only reviews Marian Engel’s life and her 

considerable literary output. but 
reminds the reader’ of the long stru4e 
experienced by Canadian w&s,%e 
significance of the founding of the 
Writers’ Union, and Engel’s contribu- 
tion to that important voice. 

Jim Streeter 
Seneca College 

North York, Onl. 

ALWAYS HAY~NO been one to stay in the 
forefront of literary trends, I feel it 
behooves me to congratulate you on 
your new format. That done, I should 
like to make a few runarks on Steve 
Lukits’s review of John Condit’s Wings 
Over the WeI (April) or more properly, 
Steve Lukits’s biography of Ru$s Baker. 

As interesting as this biography may 
have bee”, it told me virtually nothing 
about the quality of Condit’s book, 
which 1 have always believed-however 

An old maid who came /mm 
Vmlcoulrr 

~!‘RITING RECENTLY in the Globe and 
Mail, Douglas R. Weston of West- 
mount, Que., complained that his 
perusal of some 3,000 limericks had 
turned up only 14 that dealt with 
places or matters Canadian (of which 
the one quoted above is a” example). 
Our challenge is to redress the 
bahnce. We’ll pay 923 for the best 
limerIcks composed by our readers in 
which a Canadian place-name 
appears. Deadline: September 1. Ad- 
dress: CanWit No. 103, Bboks in 
Canada 366 Adelaide Street East. 
Toronto MSA 3X9. 

l&ults of conwit NO. 101 
NOT EVERWNE who contributed 
nonets on welLknown Canadians 
adhered to the swictitns of this 
demanding verse-form, but those 
rho did pmvlded awalth ofpuckish 
wit. The winner is Shad Whitehouse 
of Toronto for the following lines: 

Ira~ne Grerz&, the netverr of 
heroes, 

- Michel Montwmbmux 
,Winnipeg 

The nowls of Margcret Laurence 
Pmwke rhe zmlorrp abhorrem? 
Of conservadw preachers 
Who far cbildnn 3 &uchers 
Wlllplmr In their head 
Lewd YouShfs of bed 
And insrwd 
Of sects, 
sex. 

- D.G. Bullock. Vancouver 

, Not rrnorher mm 111 all could 
Claim he fathered the &ion 
Through Co&demllon; 

- Alex McEwn, Ottawa 

Turner. the L&m/. first nlllll~ 
John 

- Robert N. Wall. Sydney, N.S. 

When King, Willimn Lyon 
Mackenzie 

Fell d&en 10 hir wit’s ends. he 
Soughr hir late mama’s wisdom 
In rapt mysdcism; 
Crwtd bill gazing 
Didn’t fze King. 
Amating? 
L&s my 

FW. 
- Susan Rodocanschi, Ottawa 

The Camdian Kiplrng ir n?r 
Earle Bimcy. Hugh ?I&, or 

Frank Smtt. 
fie wnlforwer turn O”, 
To be Service, no doubt: 
In Ike for North- West 
Doing hb bat 
Wifh much zest 

-D&d Law&n. Westmount, Que. 
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naively - to be the purpose of a review. 
Apart fmm a few passing references to 
the book in the last paragraph. I felt BI 
though I were reading a book report 
rather than P book review. something 
more befitting a high school student 
than a r&aver in a magazine. 

Perh,,po in a future issue someone 
rould care to give thii book another 
chance? or is it so banal, so “much. . . 
without colour, contradiction, or 
charzxter” that Lukits felt it unworthy 
of any serious attention? And if thii be 
the case, why was the review even in- 
cluded in the magazine? If the answer is 
“Canadian Content,” I think I shall do 
a slow roll at my desk. 

Kevin Capstick 
London, Ont. 

BOWENINFB ONWRNO 

, ENIOTED George Bowering’s wry varia- 
tions on the “medium is ,hhe message” in 
your April issue.’ 

The real artists are always the crank 
men rho are governed by such mundane 
considerations m the paper supply while 
the phonies drivel interviews on their 
ow,, profundity. 

Dante ends the Purgatorio: 

Inn prr& pier,* son ,“,,C a nme 
ordire a qurrlo can,ioI SecOnda, 
mu mi Iacia pid b lo fren deli’arle. 
“But because all the paper set aside 

for the second canticle is full, the rein of 
craft \-a not let me go on.” 

Bowring is in e&lent cornPaw. 
Rlta Ubriaeo 
Thunder Bay 

THE FCILLCWINO Canadian books were 
reviewd in the previous issue of Books 
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t 

CLASSWEED 

Clssslfiad rates: $6 per line (40 
characters to the Ilne). Deadline: first Of 
the month for Issue dated folIowIng 
month. Address: Books In Canada CIasg_ 
ifled, 366 Adelaide Street East. TOrOntO 
M5A 3X9. Phone: (416) 363-5438. 

OLD AND RARE BOOKS. CanadIana 
oatalogues. Heritage Books, 666 Palmer- 
ston Ave., Tomnto, Ontarlo MBG 2s2 

USSD LAW SOOICS. 30 day free exam- 
Inatlon. Wdte J.L Heath. 66 Isabella St. 
0105, Toronto M4X lN3.92%0649. 

ntisarily reflect the reviews: 

FICTION 
Di66ln6 Up ,he Moun,&is. by Neil Birwn- 

dab. Macmillan. Siiswndath’s nriking 
,ums of phrase and exciling. many- 
fingered imager produce stories so aliw 
,ha, you ncc ,hrough Ihem, scarcely odd* 
in6 their technical viruxitY. 

POFZRY 
Dlrec,ives of Aulumn. by Bqlph Gustafson. 

McClelland % Stmart. Gtilafson’s W-P 
of cukural history enables him u) pick 
bright vlgne,,es from all conlinenls and 
cepturies, ye, be can also enpp us dorelY. 
without erudite allusions. in ,he here and 
now of a winter’s day in ,he counlry or il 
walk in the moun,ains. 

ma FOLLOW~NO Canadlac books have 
been received by5ook.s in Cimada in re 
cent weeks. Inclusion in thll list does not 
preclude a review or notice in a future 
iSS”C 



THE EXAMINED LIFE 
A noted biographer looks into other people’s lives 

By Clara Thomas 

TWO MULTITUDES 
How we measure up (or don’t) to contemporary U.S. fiction 

By Douglas Glover 

PILING POEMS 
Fred Cogswell on books by three prolific poets 

DARK WORLDS 
Paul Stuewe on Marie-Claire Blais’s compelling pessimism 

Reviews of new books by Daphne Marlatt, 
Michel Tremblay. Stan Dragland, and much more 

Available in better 
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or delivered directly 
to your home. 
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LOVING &LEAVING 
Why Women ate Walking 
out on Marriage 
Erenda Rabkfn 
F.larch/Nnr-fictfon/~.g~a. 

LAUGHTER-SILVERED 
WINGS 
J. Douglas Haruey 
April~Non4cUon/W.5Opa. 

THE CRIME OF 
OVIDE PLOUFFE 
Roger Lemelin 
+&niwidlon/.w.95pa. 

A BREED APART 
Tony German 
AprilNuvonilc/Finfon/S3.95pa. 

ESCAPE THROUGH CHINA 
Douid Bosanquet 
May/Bioawhy/Htstw/K%95pa. 

EAGLE SONG 
James Houston 
MayJFlcUonJW95pa. 

THE SUMMER TREE 
Guy Gawiel Kay 
JuneJFlctionJW.95pa. 

THE BOOK OF MATTHEW 
The Stay of a 
Learning-Disabled Child 
Betty Jane Wylie 
July/Non-ltctionl5pa. 

II-S YOUR FUTURE 
The Canadian Guide to 
Estate Planning 
Arthur BC Dmche 
JulyJBwhesaJS3.93pa 

ST LAWRENCE BLUES BLOOD TIES ST. URBAIN’S HORSEMAN THE LARK IN THE CLEAR AIR 
MarbChke Bids Druid Adams Richards Mmdecal Richler Dennis 1: Patrick Sears 

MayJFtic.nJ$Q.9!+. MayJFk6onJl4.95pa. MayJFkUonJB.95 MayJEctionJW95pa. 

Look for these paperbacks at bookstores euerywhere @ 
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